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PADI:ibitK. KY.. FRIDAY MORNING, JUNE 14. 1907.
•, SALOONKEEPERS' .LICENSE 
College of Bishops of the church,
and with this recommendation the
subject will be thrashed out in the
EXPIRE END OF MONTH "'on.
4
THE PROPRIETORS WILL COMMENCE
 MAKING APPLICATION
FOR RENEWALS THE LAST OF N
EXT WEEK—PROBABILI-
TIES ARE THAT A NUMBER OF 
LICENSE WILL BE TAKEN
AWAY, W. M. MITCHELL BEING O
NE THE BOARDS HAVE
IN VIEW TO LOOK INVO, IF HE 
APPLIES.
About the last of next week all the
saloonkeepers of the city will com-
mence filing with- the city clerk appli-
cations for renewal of their licenses
that expire the last of this month,
all taking the grants out the first of
this year for a period of six months.
It is understood that the general
council intends refusing to renew the
licenses of several of the saloonists
on account of the character of estab-
lishments the proprietors have been
conducting. One license in particular
the legislative boards have in mind
is that of W. M. Mitchell of tosto
North Tenth street, he being the man
convicted of furnishing beer to cus-
tomers one Sunday six weeks ago,
and whose license was revoked by
the mayor, but the grant to do busi-
ness restored Mitchell by Acting Po-
lice Judge Eugene Graves on the
technicality that the mayor did not
issue the order of revocation until
• an hour or two after Mitchell had
appealed to the circuit court the con-
viction and fine imposed in the police
siNribunal
There are a number of other sa-
loons of the city that have been com-
plained about the question of renew).-
ing these licenses will undergo an in.
vestigtrtion before action is taken.
There are ninety saloons in the city
at present and possibly all of the
owners will apply for their licenses
to be renewed for six months, that
being the length of time for which b
grant is made. The semi-annual fee
being $75. this means $6,750 will be
thrown Into the city treasury from
this 'source at the end of the month,
if all renewals are favorably acted
upon. Each iialoOnkeeper leaves his
application 'with the city clerk; who
will hand them in to the council the
first Monday in next month, and the
aldermen the following Thursday, for
consideration. If quite a number are
opposed by complaints, it is probable
that these will all be held up and
the charges threshed out by the li-
cense committee, as done last year.
so the entire two full boards will not
be bothered with looking into the
charge details..
The ordinance restricting the num
bee of saloons to one f?j. every 500
population, is being bet/ n abeyance.
awaiting consideration by both
boards of an amendment to be offer-
ed, making it impossible for any pro-
prietor to transfer his license to any
other party. It has not yet been de-
cided when the joint meeting will be
held to consider the amendment
THIRD CLOUDBURST IN
ONE WEEK IN CENTRAL
AND EASTERN KENTUCKY
Lexington, Ky., June z3.—The
third cloedburst in a week passed
river Central find Eastern Kentucky
during .the Os* and this morning
doom almismk. lculable damage to
crops, Ind lonlands along
rivers. livelistk. Masogontery, Bour-
bon, Bath. Fleming. Scott. Nichols.
.1./te. Wolfe, Rowan. Carter. .Boyd
and —tither counties, corn, tobacco
and wheat land was washed by the
land sliding and opening fissures
several inches deep in the ground.
In many sections crops practically
are ruined. The Kentucky, Big
Sandy. Red. Cumberland and Lick-
ing rivers are threatened with inun-
dation. All the rivers in the moun-
tains are filled with logs. thousands
of which will be lost.
Hailstones as large as guinea
eggs fell here last night. Two val-
uable brood mares were killed in
Franklin county by lightning. One
was Queen Louise, owned by George
W. J. Bissell. of Pittsburg. Trains
for Eastern Kentucky. are all run-
ning slow, fearing washouts.
ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP
Captured by America at Interna-
tional Horse Show in London.
,., London. June 13.—America cap-
'another championship at th.
).nternational horse show here today
Auditor B. A B. MacLay's chestnut
gelding, winning the cup presented
by Sir Lees Knowles, for the best
light harness horse, for which there
was the keenest competition.
Walter Winan's Barney F was
awardedi ,he second prize in tan-
dems. exceeding 15 hands and not
exceeding 154.
C. W. Watson, of Baltimore, took
first prize with Lord Baltimore and
My Maryland, and Mrs. A. Beck, of
Canada, second prize with Lord and
Lady Norfolk. and Alfred G. Van-
derbilt third prize with Columbia
and High Boy in the tandem class
for horses exceeding 15.2.
JAMESTOWN TRIP.
Will Be Taken By the Kentucky
State Guard Next Month.
Jamestown, Va., 'June 13.—Unless
present plans fail, the Kentucky
State Guard will camp here some
time during Jsily. The First regi-
ment is expected to leave home on
July I, departing from the exposi-
tion on 1July ro. It will be succeed-
ed by the Third regiment. At the
close of the ten days the latter r
egi-
ment will be succeeded in camp,b7
the Se•cond re-cement.-
An Exposition Without Liquor,
In tendering its campus of 355
ncres for the purpose of the Pan-Pa
-
cific exposition,"to be held in Seat
tle
in , roc9, the University of Was
hing-
ton included a condition to 
the ef-
fect that no liquors may he 
sold
within two miles of these state un-
iversity grounds The agreement has
been reached, and the ground
s are
leased. by the board under th
e con. The 
sentiments of Bishop Mogue's
Ihtlition stated. 






David S. Griffiths Perished in Slough
on Way to Fishing Party.
Springfield. Ill.. ,Iiine 13 —.Mayor
David S. Griffiths, in office but two
months. met death yesterday by
drowning in a slough on the south
fork of the Sangamon elver. -
The .mayor was driving with Fire
Chief Peter Jacobs. Nejther man
could swim and the efforts a the fire
marshal to save the life of the city
executive were vain.
The two mm n attempted to drive
over a submerged bridge across the
slough. The horse missed the bridge
and plunged into the water, dragging
the vehicle into the stream The
bugy overturned and the mayor, a
man of exceptionally short stature,
was pinned underneath the animal.
Although the body of Griffiths was
recovered forty-five minutes after the
accident, life was extinct. The re-
mains were conveyed in an antorno-
bile to this city.
Mayor Griffrth was but thirty-two
years of age and was personally
known to practically the entire pop-
ulation. He was a universal favorite.
Anxious crowds hung about bul-
letin boards of the newspapers until
it became known that the mayor had
really been drowned. When the re-
mains were recovered the news was
telephoned into th telt'', and the fire
which can be heard all over the
city. was set tolling.
All flags which had been hoisted in
observance of Flag Day were lowered
to half mast and the walls of the City




Japanese Newspaper Men Mum Re-
train From Agitating American
Question.
Tokio, June 13—The newspaper
men of this city were summoned to
appear before the home department
today and were then officially ad-
vised to abstain from the publication
of any matter of an inflammatory or





Claims They Would Reclaim Most
Stubborn-Hearted.
S.Pormie, June 1st —That a wo-
man tit.' ttre CatSbeity of a preacher
can subdue the stobborn hearts of
the nnehurched or indifferent mem-
bers of a congregatiort with far
greater sticess than a mere man is
the opinion of Bishop Wilson T.
Hogue, of the Free Methodist
Church of America. He will, intro-
diece the subject of women's pastor-
al duties in his episcopal address at
SW General Conference of the Free
-:Methortlet Church ,to convene at
Greenville, Ill. this afternobn, and
to continue in session for three
weeks.
The annual address will be deliv-
ered by Bishop Hogue, who, for the
past few days, tots been visiting die
Free Methodist Church of St. Louts,
at No. 2721 Pine street, of which
the Reverind J. H. Flower is 'pas-
tor.
Those opposed to women becom-
ing ordained declare that they recog-
nize the right of the fair sex to
preach, that this is primarily their
function, but add that certain obli-
gations which must go with minis-
terial duties, would embarrass her.
.For instance, she could not, they
say, wade into the water with her
skirts to perform the sacrament of
baptism.
Other questions of importance are
destined to come before the conven-
tion, which will be made prominent
because of the proposed changes in
its church polity. Among the new
THREE ARMEN
BE
DETECTIVE MOORE GETS WO
THINKS THAT MAYBE TM
HERE ARE THE GUILTY -0
WOMEN UPON STREETS A SO
HAM GOODS WERE NOT point
LICE.
VOLUME XXIV. NO. 36.
proviskris will be the establishment
oi orianized young people's socie-
ties, inflict' heretofore have not ex-
isted i this church.
TheiFreellesliodist Church is a
branebs of %Methodism established on
a more democratic form.
C ant WOMAN'S
AWFUL DEED.
$ to gill Her Children and
eta* Wounds Herself.
Dfirnotritnng .a. men suddenly, Mrs. T.
Gragn






the She immediately - sat
the floor, and placing the
41!. the gun against her head,
Ile trigger. The lower por-





Detective T. J. Moore believes he
is on the trail of three Armeniana
who murdered a prominent Catholic
priest in New York, but it will take
developments to show whether he is
on the right clue. He has received
a letter from the police commissioner
of New York requesting that a look-
out be kept for the three murderers'
who are ss thought to be headed
through this section o the country.
The communication states that they
killed the priest, robbed him and
then skipped outs‘
Two or three weeks ago three
Armenians reached this city ou a
steamboat and could not talk to lily
one on account of being unable to
speak the English language. They
stopped off here ,remained a day or
two, and then proceeded on down
the river. They sought for some
Armenian in this city to secure sonic
character of information, but being
unable to find any, had to proceed
on the best way possible.
Now the detective has received
the letter asking that the three Ar-
menian murderers be ed for,
and presuming that theselikitc'ee may
be the men, he is following them
down the river as far as possible.
Brazen Effrontery.
Contiderable complaint has been
made regarding the brazen effront-
ery of a number of lewd and disso-
lute women o ithis city, who seem
to consider themselves privileged
characters, as they have not been
bothered by the authorities. thus far,
hut orders have gime out to them
to conduct themselves with a li
ttle
more decorum, else action will 
have
to be taken. it is a daily 
sight to
witness some of these women, gaud-
ily attired, patading the streets w
ith
men escorts and forcing th
emselves
into throngs of respectable peop
le,
and their are also frequently s
een
ovt driving, at the theaters and ot
her
places of attraction.
There is a heavy penalty for a dis
-
solute woman to walls a 
public
thoroughfare or appear in public
with a man, while the same penalty
of a fine is prescinbed for 
the man
accompanying the lewd women, 
the
laws in this respect being to com
pel
si man to have respect en
ough for
imself to keep out of the 
public's
gaze with these women, and also
 to
teach the women that the lives 
they
lead do not 'entitle them to 
inter-
mingles with respectable people.
Goods Not Found.
Frank Parham yesterday got out a
warrant and had the nouse of 
Kate
Crossling, colored. searched, believ-
ing there was concealed in 
her home
some god& that had been 
stolen
from the Parham rsidence. 
Officer'
took thes warrant and went 
to the
female's home, but could 
find noth-•
ing, although they searched
 high
and low. It was thought that 
things
were concealed there by Will 
Dixon,
the negro man held to the 
grand
jury yesterday morning on 
the
charge of breaking into the 
Parham
residence.
In trying Dixon, Judge Cro
ss had
to adjourn court fro
m the regular
assembly room out to the 
sidewalk
beside the city hall on 
account of
Mr. Parham being a su
fferer from
locoman* ataxia and cannot
 walk,
therefore he could not come in
to the
court Toon The court w
ent out to• "Who
him and let him testify 
and identify "1-te






SI,NESS OF THE PO-
g for Housebreaker.
Police Collins yesterday
from Slier tft T. J. Stor-
siuka. Miss., asking that a
kept for a- yotriig Jew
ak Parmer, Who is wanted
there 'the charge of ibteaking into-
a har re establishment a week or
two ago ahd stenting quite a number
of valuables. Sheriff Storment said
they had. traced Fernier as far as
Jackson, tenn where he was several
days ago, headed for Paducah, A
reward of $75 is offered for capture
of the fugitive.
Not Wanted Here.
The poSce got a messigo over the
long diatribes Waphoste ystem yes-
terday teem 'Cairo asking if Harry
Oliver wfs Wesithil here for cutting:
softie one in a saloon about six
Months( av The, Cairo authorttiek
have him 'under surveillance anit
derstooll be was wanted in Paritheili
but he is opt, so state the local au-
thorities.
'Meech of Ordinance.
Gus B. ;Wrialit and Willis West-
brook were arabted yesterday by
Officers -lohnsoiik, net Cross on
breach of ordinan rges.
Some One Her.
Report was made to the police that
some oat struck and badly injured
Fannie Dixon, colored, last night
down in_the lower end of the city
The officers are- working on the case.
BASEBALL NOTES.
Tnit Cincinnati Club has turned
Pitcher Rill Essick. back to the Port-
land club.
The Cincinnati clob is repdctesi as
negotiat with St Louis for Pitch-
er Char own.
Pr • vey has scouts out o
n





giants have the best
'staff of te toi in the country.
Burke& he outfielder that McGraw
turned (Mier to Boston, is making a
vefy fainotable impression.
1) 1iy 15 
'Christy Mathewson
had w5n 55 victories -in the na
tional
league had.ost defeat 83 
times.
It is ed t t Mr-Graw has give
n
up his ard mu at Broadway 
and
Forty-s d . cit. New York c
ity.
Brook ha e released Pitcher Mc-
Lane, f erly with Fordham, 
to
VMilmin . the tail-ender of the
Tri-Stat cague
Lobet without doubt one of 
the
greatest ds of the last two 
years,
and re a one very much of 
.our
old fr' Herman Long.
M'ana Hanlon, of Cincinnati
,
states m t emphatically, that he
 is
not, th g of either trading M
ike
Mlowrey returning to the Eastern














said the business man, "1
up trying to collect that
from Bilkins. You see,
g muiscular fellow, and h
e
row my collikrtors out."
why didn't you employ 
a
Hector?" nmitred a fellow
. "He couldn't do that
what I thought so t got







MEN NOW IN THE CITY A
WILLIAM H. PARLEY CHOS
KNOXVILLE, TENN., IS NA
THE 1908 MEETING—INITIA
KOAL."
GE OY PROMINENT BUSINESS
TTENDING THE GATHERING..... 
ENVICE PRESIDENT, WHILE
MET) AS PLACE FOR HOLDING
TIONS INTO "ORDER OF KO-
President—Charles R. *Roth of
Knoxville, Tenn.
Vice President—William H. Farley
of Paducah.
• Treasurer—John B. Payne of Lex-
ington, Ky.
Directors—Y. J. Prescott- of Mem-
phis to succeed E. Mahan of Knox-
ville, Tenn; and M. C. Forbes of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., to succeed Stanley
Adams of Louisville.
The above were the officers chosen
yesterday during the first day of the
annual convention being held here at
the Eagles' Home on Sixth and
Broadway by the Kentucky-Tennes-
see Retail Coal Merchants Associa-
tion, and the selections comprise men
well known in this business through-
out the two states. Knoxville, Tenn,
was named as the place for gathering
in 1908, the exact date to be designat-
ed by the board of directors.
The convention is a body consist-
ing of prominent and representative
business men of different cities of
Kentucky and Tennessee, and they




When the convention' as called to
order yesterday mord' the follow-
in, in addition to the local merchants,
were present:
V. ,..A.fkinson, Clarksville, Tenn.; J.
new, Paris, Tenn.: John Kelley,
I ea, Tepn.. Jellico Coal Company;
W. .C. Williams, Camden Coal
company, Louisville; J. C. Buckner,
Buckner and Yet, Hopkinsville; G.
B. Underwood, Hopinsville; G. S.
Chenning. Hall and Chenning, Shel-
byville; B. G. Dickinson, Dickinson
Bros., OlasgonstsY. E. Cooper, Knox-
ville; C. F. Roth. Roth & Roth.
Knoxville; -Pennebaker, City
coal corhpany. Cairo; J. A. Webb,
Gutherie; E. F. ;Price, Gallatin Coal
company, Gallatin. Tenn.; Harry
Hammerly, A. F. Fficamperly and son,
Jackson, Tenn; L. 'W. Cable. Knox-
ville, Tenn.; C. C. Sullins. Knoxville;
Chester Sullins, Knoxville; J. H.
Rose, Coons dr Rose. Perribroke; Y.
C. Forters, Hopkinsvilles C. H. brad-
ford. Chatftmooga; C. M. Riker, Pa-
ducah; C. W. Fades, Memphis; J. 'M.
Humphrey. J. R. Shanklin & Co.,
Cincinnati; J. L. Hull, Chicory); Mor-
ton Hiscox, Chicago; Y. r Prescott,
Memphis; G. G. Fristoe, Mayfieid.
The members were registered at
Q o'clock and Mayor Yeiser delivered
ale addrops of welcome at to o'clock,
the response to same being present-
ed by Mr. Y. T. M.orphy of Martin,
Tenn. President W. C. Williams
then presented his annual report,
showing a healthy and flourishing or-
ganization with many affiliates, and
constantly increasing in size. Mr.
William Farley spoke on "A Local
Asslociation to the State Association,"
this being followed by Secretary Geo.
C. Tabb's annual document, detailing
the workings of the organization.
"How 1 Found the Retail Coal Busi-
ness in Knoxville" was presented by
Mr. W. C. Sullens of that' city, in
absence of Mr. Ralph Rogers, who
was programed 'for that address. "A
Wbrd from Western Kentucky Op-
erators" was talked of by Mr. Frank
M'. Fisher, who took this subject on
the outline for the day in place of
Mr. C. M. 'Rudd, who is absent at
his home'In Memphis.
A genortga discussion was then in
dulgedilln as to "Shall We Incorpor-
ate?" and the body decided to its-
corporate, hut left it to the board of
directors with power to act as to
whether they shall incorporate under
the laws of Kentucky or Tennessee.
This brought. the morning session to
a close and adjournment as taken
for dinner. At 2:30 p. tn. the body
recontened and Mr. W. T. Atkinson
of Clarksville. Tenn., prescoted the
treasurer's reports, showing good fi-
nancial conidtion. At 3:30 address
on "Order of Kokoal" was made by
Arthur M. Hull of Chicago, who is
the editor of the "Retal Coal Kan."
The order is one which degrees are
on being a sort of side •
to which only coal handlers are dig-
ible to membership, just like the
"Moo-Moos," to lumber dealers.
That closed the afternoon session,
and last night a meeting wits held at
which time Seventeen of the dealers
(joined the "Order of' Kokos!"
The Paducah merchants are caus-
ing the visitors to enjoSs themselves
thoroughly, and extending true Ken-
tucky hospitality everywhere, the
guests all being loud in their praises
of the many comforts and pleasures
arranged for them. Following 
the
.initiations last evening a general so-





is a. m.—"Our Members in the
Bluegrass"—Geo. 'S. Chowning, Shel-
byville, Ky.
"A Word from the Operators of
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee"_
'Kenneth Meguire, Snead and Me-
guire, Louisville, Ky.
A word from Memphis—Charles
Eberhart, Memphis, Tenn,
tr a. m.—"What Your Organiza-
tion Means to You—Increased Mem
bership"—Delos Hull, Chicago.
Questions for the Convention:
Shall We Join the National Freight
Association? What Shall we do
About \Short Weights?
Our Card Index Explained.
Shall We Increase Dues?
z p. m.—Adjournment for dinner.
2:30 p. m.—Car Rnle Over City.
8 p. m.—Banquet or Smoker.
The old officers were: W. C. Wit-
!lup•e; president; Louisville; G. S.
Jon, vice-president, Gallatin,
Tenn.; W. T. Atkinson, treasurer,.
Clarksville, Tenn.; George Cary
Tabb, secretary, Louisville, Direct-
ors: George S. Chowning, Shelby-
ville, Ky.; B. G. Dickinson, Glasgow;
Stanley Adams, Louisville; E. C.
1,fahan, Knoxville, Tenn.; W. T.
Murphy, Martin, Tenn.; C. C. Sullitta,
Knoxville, Tenn.
MARRIAGE OF DEAF MUTE&
Miss Hord, of This County, Becomes.
The .Bride of Mr. Whitman,
of Louis**. 
Ilarry Whitney, of Louisville, and
Miss Sarah H. Hord, of this county,
both being deaf and dumb, were
married Monday afternoon at 3
o'clock at the home of the brisk.06
parents, Mr. and Mrs.' S. L Ho ,
four miles east ef the city on' 1 •
Greenville road. says the Hopkins-
vine New Era. The ceremony was.
pronounced by Rev. E. H. Bull, of
this city, a brother of the bride act-
ing as an interpreter.
The -prospective groom was ac-
companiellVto the ,office of. County.
Clerk Campbell by a brother of the
bride, who is also a deaf mute. Mr.
Whitney mark known his wants by
writing it on a piece of paper, and
the license wag promptly issued.
The ceremony was witnessed by.
a large concourse of friends and rel-
atives. When the couple took their
places the officiating minister re-
peated a sentence at a time of the
marriage ceremony to the brother of
the bride, and he in turn repeated it
to the bride and groom lay meansdefof.
the mute alpftilbet. WV& the
ferent parts of the ceremony would
be completed th econtracting par-
tres showed that they thoroughly
understood what had been told
them by: the nimble fingers of the
interpreter, for their heads nodded
in the affirmative sign- promptly and
posisitvely.
The bride is an unusually pretty
young Indy. The grno inis a skilled.
iron moulder by trade and holds a.
respons:ble position with a Louis-
ville firm. Mr. and Mrs. Whitney
are with the brides parents today
tont will leave in tree morniieg for alms
groom's home where they will re-
side.
THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLAR
FIRE LOSS IN VERSAILLES-.
The Helm Memorial Library 
Build-.
frit Destroyed. With 
All the Books
Versailles, Ky., Jurie r3—The Helms
memorial library heitding, Joh
n Y.
Rout's drug store and William 
S.
Berry's stove and tinware 
store
burned at r o'clock this mottlin
g. and
E. R. Weentwarirs brick li
very sta-
ble was badly damaged. e
ntailing' an
aggregate loss of neaely $3o,0
oe, on
which there is $21,600 insura
nce. The
origin of the fire, which s
tarted in,
the cettar of Rout's drug store 
is un-
knows. The library suffered the 
to-
tal loss of its books.
Birds Know Sunday.
Alt the animal world scen
ic to
know a Sunday from a we
ek day.
There - is a tradition in La
ncashire,
and perhaps elsewhere, tha
t the
rooks always commence 
building on
the first Sunday in March. 
This has
been frequently verified by 
observa-
tion and the punctuality of t
he rooks
might almost claim to 
exceed the




aw 3 MU POPULATION
of fireater Paducah
Will reside between Broadway, Mayfield road, r9th street and
Wallace park (39th st.)-the drift is right now in that direction
-sidewalks are ordered out Broadway to 25th - street railway
has been extended south on x9th street-sewerage No. 3 comes
up to Jackson and 25th street. The handsomest homes are now
building at 29th and Broadway. The next great thoroughfare
parallelling Broadway and splitting this section through the
center is Ohio street, as all the other parrallel streets are block-
ed off at 28th street by hilly ground. Ohio street runs through
from r9th street to Wallace park (39th st.)-one mile and a
half, on a smooth easy grade. Steps are now being taken to
make this one of the finest boulevards in the state of Kentucky
and the foundation has been laid by the purchase by one party
of all the property on both sides of Ohio street from 25th to 3oth
streets. Street widened to 60 f eet between the curbs-Broad-
way between the business houses across the sidewalks is only
66 feet. The sidewalks are 15 feet wide-lots front from 5o to
65 feett alleys 2o feet. From 27th to 28th has been donated for
a public park-this has all been platted and recorded. To bring
about this great improvement for our future city it is now only
necessary for the owners of property on each end of this five
blocks to plat theirs to match, and the boulevard is done that will
last forever. If the owners on each end are so short sighted as
to make Ohio street the dimensions of an ordinary street then
this five blocks will be exclusive property and high priced be-
cause there is so little of it. If you own one of these lots and
Ohio street is made into a long boulevard-you make money-
if there is only 5 blocks of exclusive property, you make money.
So an investment in a few of these lots is a winner either way
you take at-only 20 lots will be sold during 1907.
111MOMIN•••••=im
DON'T GET LEFT AGAIN
COLLECT THE
min' TAXES





Great Rush Will N lot Occur 13n111
Last Week of Mo nth, as Many
Wait Until Fini d Moment.
Thus Far this month City Treas-
urer John J. Dorian has collected
$6,621.98 in city taxes from property
owners, and does non expect .the
great rush until wee k after seat,
when everybody will be corning is; to
liquidate this public indebtedness,
The treasurer is enjo ying a con-
tinual business no*, but it is noth-
ing compared to what prevails _-the
last week of June.
The first half of this iyear's taxes
are due during June. and all not pay-
ing by the last of the month has the
penalty and other costs added for
'that half. The last halli for this
year is not •du e until 'next ;December.
The frrst 'half amounts to about
$65,000 and gestarally that is the
June.collection. Most of the smaller
property owners generally pay dur-
ing Tune the taxes for the entire
year, but they do not swell the re-
ceipts by many thousands of dollars,
as fheir valuations are small.
The treasurer will collect some-
thing like $200,000 from all sources
this year.
HE DREW THE LINE.
This tale relates how a bishop, ac-
costed in Fifth avenue by a neat but
hungry stranger, derived profit from
the encounter.
Th dbishop, so runs the yarn,
took the needy one to a hotel and
shared a gorgeous dinner witth him,
_!'yet, having left his episcopal wallet
in the pocket of a different episcopal
jack*, suddently faced the embar-
tassment of not possessing the
oherewithal to. pay up. "Never
mind," excalimsid his guest, "I have
enjoyed dining ;with you, and I will
be charmed to shoulder the cost.
Permit me." Whereupon the stran-
ger paid for two. This worried the
prdate, who twisted, -just let me
call a cab, and we'll run up to my
hotel, where I shell have thepleasure
of reimbursing you." But the
straager met the suggestion with,
"See here, cad man! Yetive struck
me for a tidily good a inner, but
hanged if I'm going to lec ,you stick




POLICE FORCE IS DISMISSED.
BY MASS MEETING OF LEAD-
ING CITIZENS OF
HELENA.
City Books To Be Audited-Chief
Clancy and Sergt. Duane Allow-
ed to Resign.
Helena, Ark., June 13.-Chief of
Police Clancy and Sergeant Tom
Mane mere allowed to resign from
the Helena police department -to-
night, and every other member of
the department was dismissed. Ed
Scott was unanimously selected by
a mass meeting of ',coo citizens to
succeed Clancy, and the mayor and
council, in session at the same hour,
ratified the choice. Scott's bond
was immediately signed by four
citizens, whose combined wealth
represents $2,000,000. and he was in-
structed to at once appoint reliable
and honest men to till the vacancies
in the department, which will be
done tomorrow morning.
This.drastic upheaval is the result
of the fights on Monday night be-
tween Clancy and George H. Adams,
of Pine Bluff, proprietor of the Hel-
ena World, and Duane and Adams,
which fights grew out of the crusade
the World has been making into al-
leged graft in the police department.
especially in the collection of street
taxes and vagrancy fines. From the
state of the public mind it seems
that the people believed the charges,
and the fights precipitated action
from a quarter unexpected by those
involved in the affair.
A meeting of the mayor and coun-
cil was held last night to investigate
the alleged assaults on Mr. Adams,
and several hunched of • the leading
citizens of the community were pres-
ent. Owing to the sickness of his
wife, Clancy did not appear, and his
counsel asked for a postponement
until such time as her condition'
would allow him to be present. This
motion was blocked by the open
disapproval of the citizens, who
would have none of it, and the most
that they would consent to grant
was a postponement until tonight.
Clancy and Duane took the bull
by the horns and presented their
resignations to the mayor this morn-
ing, and he promptly accepted them.
As soon as this became known an-
other mass-meeting was called for
tonight, it being the idea of the lead-
trs in th emovemen: to in a melts/we
revive the old town meeting of New
England and take their own affairs
into their own hands. The deter-
mination was expressed to make the
servants of tbe people do as the
people wished.
Action of .Mass Meeting.
A crowd variously estimated Up to
1,000 persons met in the opera
house, and Judge R. W. Nichols pre-
sided by choice of the essemblage.
Speeches were made by' Maj. Green-
field Quarles, W. D. Reeves and
Congressman Bruce Macon, in ad-
vocacy of an investigation of the af-
fairs of th ecity and a thorough
cleansing of the departments so that
all corruption might be swept out.
It was urged that the books of the
city be audited and that if any shoOs
age appeared the guilty ones be pro-
ceeded against in the courts.
On motion of Col. E. S. Reedy a
committee was appointed to wait on
the mayor and council and demand
the resignation of .the entire police
ftirce, and ascertain if it was agree-
able to that body for the mass meet-
ing to elect a new chief and also se-
lect the new patroinietecoThis com-
mittee was contweed oeCol. Reedy,
chairman; W. M -Reeves, J. B. Pil-
low, R. C. Moore and. E. C. Hornor.
They waited on the council and
were met with courtesy and the con-
'sent to the proposed action given.
The council thereupon accepted the
resignations of Clancy and Duane,
and let the otherimen on the force
Returning to the mass Meeting
and making their report, the com-
mittee was discharged and another
appointed to select a new chief. Ed
Scott was chosen, and the choice be-
ing a popular one, it was unanimous-
ly ratified. The council was notified,
and they put the seal of their ap-
proval on Scott, who was immediate-
ly inducted into office.
An auditing committee was then
appointed to go over the books of
the city and check them up, this
committee being composed of iota
bankers, one from each financial in-
stitution in Helena, as follows: S.
S. Faulkner, cashier First Nfational
Bank; Gilbert Yaeger, cashier Peo-
ple's Savings; B. Seelig, president
Interstate; and Henry Anderson, of
oBank of Helena. This committee
will go to work at once on the books.
Never before in the history of this
town has the public been so wrought
up over anything as over this in-
vestigation, and there is no telling
how far-reaching it may be. The af-
fair in the hands of sober, intelli-
andgent leaders of the community,




By Gov. Beckham at Princeton to
Fill Vacancies Caused by De-
cision of Appellate Court.
Frankfort, Ky., June 13.-Gov.
Beckham has appointed the city
council at Princeton as follows:
George Pettit, Jr., Gus B. Baker,
J. B. Cash, Frank Cash, R. M. Pool
and W. B. Rich. The appointments
are made to fill vacancies caused by
the sustaining in the court of appeals
of a contest for the offices, which
was instituted some months ago.
With the exception of W. H. Rich
all of the persons appointed today
were candidates on the democratic
ticket for councilmen at the Novem-
ber election, 19o5, and have served
up to this time, being ousted from
office by the appellate court decision.
LICKING RIVER
ON RAMPAGE
Boom of Twelve Feet Reported and
More Water is Expected.
ule of Local Boats.
Farmers on the Licking river re-
port 2.14 inches rainfall, with the
river 12 feet and rising. This will
cause the Licking river to run out,
but will not do any damage to float-
ing craft moored above the mouth,
as the Ohio river is high and the
backwaters extend up the river. The
force of the Licking will be checked
before: it reaches the Ohio.
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Office Phone 369: Both Residence:TY
CAMPULL BUILDINF
HARBOUR'S .22nd FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE TODAY
TODAY THE SALE F THE SEASON
THIS STORE'S MODERN MERC HANDISING WAY IS NOT SATISFIED WITH WAITING FOR TRADE, BUT CREATES IT BY EXTRAORDINARY INDUCEMENTS.
WE OWN MANY SPECIAL VALUES IN DESIRABLE MICRCHANDISE THAT WE CAN AFFORD TO PRICE EXTRA LOW TO STIMULATE BIG SELLING TO-
DAY. NOT AN UMWORTHY SPBCIMEN IN THE LOT. THE QUANTITIES OF SOME ARE LIMITED. BY COMING EARLY YOU WILL SECURE A CHOICE.
THE FOLLOWING N.RE A FEW OF THE STRIKING. EXAMPLES IN TODAY'S BARGAIN SALE, AND SATURDAY NIGHT'S SHOE SPECIALS.
DRESS GOODS--EVERY PIECE
CUT TODAY.
All soc Dress Goods  • 39c
All $1.00 Dress Goods ..... 78c
Some $1.00 Dress Goods ...„....5oc
Some $koo Dress Goods ..... 38c
Some 35c Dress Goods
SOtTle 25c Dress Goods  ' „ 15c
Some 25C Dress Goods I9C
BLACK TAFFETA SILKS. 36
INCHES WIDE, FRIDAY
BARGAIN PRICES.
Some $1.25 values Friday. a yard •yaiic
Some $1.25 values, Friday, a yard Sic
Some $1.50 values, Friday, a yd. $rwo
MILLINERY FRIDAY.
Extraord?nary bargains, matchless
in quality, style and price, marvelous
in beauty, Parisian in effect. When
you buy here you buy right-Lower




Some $6.00 Voile Skirts $3-95
Some $5.00 Fancy Skietti $2.50s
Some $5.00 Mohair Shirts $3•50
Some $7.00 Skirts $5.00
Some Woo Skirts S5.00
Some flro.00 Skirts S6.5o
Some $1.25 White Wash Skirts 95c
Some $5 White Wash Suits • • • $3.50
WOMEN'S WAISTS-FRIDAY
BARGAIN PRICES.
Some $r.00 Waists 50e
Some Sr Waists 75c
Sonic $1.25 Waists acie
Some $7.50 Waists $1.00
Some $2.5o White China Silk
Waists  Ns •90
Some $3.00 White Chine Silk
Waists 




Some 75c values  •  4,8C
Some $1.25 Silk Gloves 75c
Some $1.75 Silk Gloves  $1 2 5
LADIES IMPORTED HOSE.
A great Friday bargain 50c Hose,
Fridley 3 pairs for Sr.
LADIES' GAUZE VESTS.
roc values, Friday 7c each.
WOMEN'S SUN BONNETS.
A big assortment of 25c Bonnet,
Special today, Friday, at x9c each.
MATTING BARGAINS.
A great sale at special prices, 12 -2C,
15C. 17 I-2C, 19 I-2C and 24C a yard.
WOMEN'S WHITE CANVASS
OXFORDS.
Some $1 and $1.25 values, 75c a pair
Friday.
Some $r.5o values, $r a pair Friday.
Some $r.so Juliet Slippers in large
sizes only. 6, 7 and S. Friday, Si a
pair.
Children's and Misses' blue and tan
Canvas Oxfords, $r and $1.25 values,
Friday, only 75c a pair.
Some $3.50 values in Women's
PurriPa, at $2.75 a pair.
CLOTHING DEPARTMENT-
FRIDAY BARGAINS.
Some Men's $1.50 Hats  75c
Some Men's $2.00 Hats $1.00
Some men's $5 Trousers, a pair $3.50
Some Men's $3 50 Trousers, a
Pair 
Some men's $2 Trousers, a pair $1•30
Some men's $1.50 Trousers, a pair 95c
Some Boys' Knee Pants, a
pair 
Some Boys' 25c Knee Pants, a
pair I9C
BOYS' BUSTER BROWN SUITS.
AGES 3, 4 AND 5.
Some $2 Suits, Friday 111.25
Some $2.50 Suits, Friday se4
BOYS' WASH SUITS.
For ages to to 16, $i.25 a Suit.
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIALS.
A bunch of Men's $4.00 High and
Low Shoes, $2.50 a pair.
A bunch of Men's $3.00 Shoes, Sat-
urday night, $i.95.
Soc
A bunch of Men's sizes 7, 9 and tr,
81.5o Satin Calf Work Shoes, choice
Saturday night Sr a pair.
Bunch Women's $2.50 Vici Kid
Oxfords, Saturday night, $1.75 a pair.
Bunch Women's $3.5o Oxfords,
Saturday night, $2.5o a pair.
Bunch Women's Kid and Patent




2o lbs. C. Sugar 
$1.002 lb.. Coffee  sac
I packages Arbuckle Coffee  34c
4z 7c-aanslbS. trcaanwbFeirrneieas 
elk
P n apple 
• 
3 cakes Crystal Soap sac
3 cans Cream Corn sad
3 cans Cherokee Baking Powder roc




2 1-2 lbs. Apricots 14C
24 lb bag Dupont's Best Flour 63c









A CsATHERING OF MEN AND WOMEN OF BRIGHT MIND
S FOR THE' PURPOSE OF MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT.
THE PROGRAMME PRESENTS MANY PERSONS OF NATIONAL RE
PUTATION. LIST OFSPEAKERS:
MRS. LAURA G. FIXER, MR. JAMES SPEED DR. STANLEY
 L. KREBS, REV. HERBERT S. BIGELOW, DR. JAMES S. TORT-
LEY, MR. GIDEON GAEL, MISS RUTH HEMENWAY,
 MR, V. E. BAKSH, HON. E. W. CARMACIC, RABBI FINESCHRIBER,
MR. JAMES H. SHAW. THE MUSIC WILL BE OF THE B
EST, BY THE CHATAUQU'A CONCERT COMPANY, WESLEYAN
MALE QUARTETTE, AND OTHERS-REDUCED RAILRO
AD RATES ON ILLINOIS CENTRAL AND N. C. & ST. L. RAIL-
ROADS, ONE FARE PL'i/S 25 CENTS, FROM ALL POI
NTS WITHIN zoo MILES OF PADUCAH. SEASON TICKETS NOW
ON SALE. TO SECURE A TENT, WALL TENTS zoxia, $3.00; 12
114 Itoo; COMPARTMENT TENTS WITH 6 FOOT WALLS
ioxao, 3 ROOMS; 12112., ROOMS, EACH M.00; taus. 5 ROO
MS $6.00-SEE W. P. RUMMELL. ipcs FT.:. g3,„7, 1 ;
•
Under the Huopices of the papucab
Chautauqua Hasociation
Ten Days; June 13-23, Wallace Park
.'-
-COL. POTTER PRESIDENT OF
THE SCHOOL BOARD
the town of ,(antorville. After a trip
s Into Missouri and Kansas he located
in Dakota.
fie has seen territory of iso,000
square miles develop into two of the
greatest agricultural states in the
- world.
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE BOARD WILL FOR
CE HIM TO TAKE
THE POSITION FOR WHICH HE IS ADMIRABL
Y FITTED-
NEW POCKETS FOR SEATS WILL ARRIVE 
NEXT MONTH-
GROUND BROKE FOR THE NEW TWELFTH AN
D JACKSON
BUILDING YESTERDAY.
Secretary William Byrd of the
school board, yesterday announced
that Colonel Joseph E. Potter would
be elected president of the body, as
nearly all of the trustees had express-
ed themselves as intending to vote
for Mr. Potter. realizing that he is an
excellent presiding officer and good
parhamentariax, and therefore most
admirably fitted 'o- the pon'ion which
;hey will comae him to take.. Col-
onel Potter does not want the chair.
and has asked the remainder of the
board. IC. select so-re other, but they
are determined that Dr. List's mantle
shall fall upsn his shoulders.
The question of choosing a presi-
dent does not come up until the meet
ing of the hoard the firs' Tuesday in
July.
IN•tketa for Seats.
The Garand Rapids factory is now
turning out the long pockets to go
on the back of the., flew 'mate bought
from that Northern plant for the
Washington school auditorium, and
it is probable the packets will he
shipped sometime next month,, at
which time the little short ones now
On the backs of the seats will be tak-
en off :Ind gent back to the factory
The pockets now on the rear of the
seats are only about eighteen inches
in length and not long enough to
hold the children's books. The agent
of the factory promised to have the
pockets full width of the hacks of the
seats, hut the school trustees made
the mistake of rot baying put into the
.contrict an agreement to this effect
When the seats came they were fitted
with ehort pockets', and .the factory sent to Washington. and the govern-
was notified of the agreement. to make ment officials declared the second
Them full width, but the agent claim- election valid. This was during the
ed he did not agree to this. In order. administration of President Buchan-
-however, to make the extra cost as an.
light as possible. the factory has There had been no tax levy made,
agreed to charge the city only the and before the collection .of the first
actual cost of making the longer taxes Mr. Irish 'was out of office,
pockets. '-e-P having taken the field as Second Lieu-
tenant of Company It, one of the two
New Building Work. hastily organizaect territorial troops to
, Yesterday Contractor George °Wei- fight the Slant
,
el started hie men to placing the con- Born 'in Critten
den county, \ter-
erete base for the brick foundation mont. in t8to, he 
went to New York
the foundation, and _as soon as the
concrete is spread, work of laying
brick will be commenced.
Mr. Weilkel is to do the brick
work at the Twelfth and Jackson
street building for Contractor Will-
iam Locwood. who got the entire
contract and sub-let the brick work.
Mr. Weikel put his men to wark ex-
cavating for the structure yesterday.
It will be about the first week of
July before the hock work is advanc-
ed sufficiently for tbe woodwork to
start, and then it will take at least
three weeks to get the timber here,
it being special orders.
STATE TREASURER
NEVER HAD MONEY.
for the new building to go up on the
Faxon addition property on North
Twelfth below Trimble street. The
laborers have finished excavating for
Odd Experience of First Financial
Official of Dakota Territory.
Whiting, Idaho, June i3-Samuel
C. Irish. who is residing here in good
health at the age of 97 years. is the
only man who ever served as treasur-
er of a nate Of territory ,without
coming into possession of any money
belonging to the commonwealth.
Mr. Irish was the first treasurer of
Dakota. and he got the office by driv
ing out a carpetbag United States
marshal and getting a new election.
This marshal's name was Pinney. and
he had charge of the ballots during
the noon recess. When the final
count showed many more ballots
than vntere. Mr. Irish. candidate for
treasurer. charged Pinney with the
fraud and escorted him out of the
building.
The result of the new election was
when a yeitIng man. and worked -as a
carpenter until t8ss. Coming west
that year; he went to Dodke county.
Minnesota, where be helped to found
Ohio Bill Posters.
Cedar Point, 0., June tr.-The
Ohio State Bill Posters and Distrib-
utors' association began its annual
convention today at The Breakers.
The meeting is purely a business one
and will probably last two days.
President Charles F. Bryan of Cleve-
land is presiding. The attendance
includes members from Columbus,
Springfield, Newark, Findlay i..nd nu-
merous other ppoints
Catholic Societies of Louisiana.
New Orleans, La., June It -The
Federation of Catholic Societies of
Louisiana, representing several thou-
sand Catholics, opened its fifth an-
nual convention in the Tulane the-
atre today. It is expected that in
addition to transacting its regular
business the convention will adopt a
formal protest against the interfer-
ence of the United States in Congo
affairs. Ma
The surest way to get men to be
good would be to convince them it
was wrong.
EAGLE RENDS ROPE;
DROPS MAN 600 FT.
Mother Bird Fights for Young; Foe
Nearly Killed By Fall.
Colorado Springs, Colo, June
I-netting 4th an eagge, whose
huge talons cut the rope that held
him suspended from a cliff nearly
boo feet above the ground, hurled
down the wall of rock and then pick-
ed up bleeding and cut in a hundred
places, but still conscious, it seems
almost incredible that Frank Sch-
*Heber was not killed in North Chey-
enne Canyon today.
When rescuers arrived they found
Schrieber, who is twenty-one years
old and of powerful build, clutching
a young .eagle, which he had taken
frbm its nest and which haft tried
to escape from Itins ,wben he reach-
ed the bottom. It companion had
been killed by the fall and on a
ledge near the top of the cliff the
mother bird lay dead.
Schrieber and a companion, Andy
Weiss, had planned for several
weeks to scale Eagles' Cliff and cap-
tire the birds, whose .nest had at-
tracted the attention, of thousands of
tourists. The mountain rises sheerly
to a height of 780 feet and few per-
sons, if any, ever trod the ground
that Schrieber climbed today. It
would be impossible to reach the
place except by the roundabout
route which the young men took in
carrying out their plans.
They were armed with a long rope
which they swung from a ledge
about twenty feet 'above the eagles'
nest as a protection against accident.
Schrieber managed to climb down,
his companion holding tight to the
rope above.
Schrieber had leached is goal
and taken two of the little birdt
from the nest when the ;mother
swooped down upon him. Then en-
sued a fight that might have meant
death to Schrieber on the spot had
he not struck the bird with the butt
end of a revolver. He had hardly
replaced the gun in his pocket when
the rope to whKh he was clinging,
weakened by contact with the
eagle's claws and the rocks, broke
and Schrieber fell to the bottom of
the cliff. Several times during the
descent his body struck against pro-
jecting pieces of rock and to this
fact, which broke the fall, he prob-
ably owes his life.
$ Fairs in Kentucky During zgo7.





Madisonville, July 30 August
Danville, July 31 August 2.




































Mayfield, October t-s. /-
Bardwell, October ts-16, /






Capital . . . . . $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits . . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Lia-
bility  230,000.00
Total;. . . . • $560.00n.00
Total Resources . . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W.F. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louis F.,Kolb, H.
4. Petter, C. W. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett7-Geo.-C.
Thompson, President,: T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.:
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier. s
MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granit
e and Stone Monu-
ments which show the best of workma
nship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smalle
st and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous fo beautify their lots 
should inspect our
line of curbing and in enumenta in
WHITE BLEACHINGCSTONE
Remember we have the largest. beet and mos
t distinctive












At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
IROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at ohe Postoffice of Padu-





ii war, but would turn to his own er," expostulated Pussy's owner. Thal ome run iS a human touch, a
country at once." "We've never been separated." When specimen of Americanism that will
convinced that the cat could not oc- go far toward popularizing the vey-
WOMAN'S CLUB. cupy her room she asked the man- I erable judge.
• ager of the hotel to find her a nurse ; ar 
Shelbyville, Ky., June ti.—Mrs. or the cat—"a 'thoroughly reliable
Charlet P. Weaver has won the ad- woman"—and Pussy was, sent to the mANy ATTEN
miratitm and gratitude of all state 'lichen to be guarded by an ,ohl
clubs during her two terms of pre- nammy. "She was given to me four
gdency. it is generally regretted that years ago for a wedding present,"
she is not eligible for re-election, sighed the devoted mistress, "and
The opinion is that Mrs. Letcher she's never been away from me
Riker will be nominated. to till the ince."
office; election of officers will take Mrs. Decker Arrives.
place Friday morning, af:er which Mrs. Sarah Platt Decker arrived(
tItt new board will vote on the next yesterday from her home in Denver,
$5-cc place of meeting. several hours late, •but in time to at-
2.50 Paducah has extended an invitatron end the afternoon meeting. All the
1.25 through club delegates, and a tele- adies were eager for a glimpse of
.10 
gram has been received from the Pa- his well-known woman, who has
ducab City Council, inviting the Fed- lone so much in club circles, and has
eration to that city. This is a caul.- ade a most efficient president of the
tesy never before extended by a city ational. federation. Mrs. Decker
council, and is much appreciated. ade a delightful little response to
Weaveea,AddroNta. the greeting extended to hers by the
Pesterday afternoon Mrs. Weaver entucky Federation.
spoke of the necessity of concerted •
action' Among clubs throughout the FORGIVENESS.
state, of the advantage of a broader
spirit 'than that of mere, self-culture, Wait-a-Minute Column Louisvire
on which many clubs are originally Herald.) . •
minded. She said in part: It occurred to us the other day
"Every literary club which adds to what a remarkable virtue is that of
its program some little discussion of orgiveness.
the great civic 'questions of the day Did yog ever think about it?
will soon he repaid for what its memo Not near-forgiveness, because there
bers can do along altruistic lines by s a great deal of difference betweett
the broader interest, the deepening of ear-forgiveness and real forgiveness.
character and the growing and genu- Near-forgiveness is the sort that
inc respect in which the club will be ooks sour, and says, "Well, the truth
held by the community. s out. You ought to be ashamed at
"Woman has grown into the con- yourself. I never thought you would
sciousness that to develop symetei- o it, but you did. It hurt me yeti'
cally she must be more active, mor- uch, I can't tell you how much a
ally, spiritually, intelletually. This urt mge. Still, we won't say any-
activity * * * has taken the form hing more about it.'
of service to humanity. And then, as soon as you've gone,
"It is conceded that there has nev- hey keep thinking about it, and talk
er been a better agency for carryiug -bout it, and throw it up to you how
on a campaign of education on any haritable they've been.
subject than a State Federation of Every tifne they see you they look
Women's Clubs. It is composed of - t you in such a pointed way as to
clubs from all parts of the state, rep. emind you of their noble and unself-
resenting all classes, creeds and opin- isli and forgiving spirit, until at last,
f you are human, you begin to wish
that you had been twice as unkind
and had done spmething that really
amounted to sothething.
But we were thinking of the other
sort, the real forgiveness.
It struck us how wonderful it was
—and it is wonderful.
It is wonderful that any man should
possess the great end glorious power
o stretch out his land to his erring
brother, and in a flash rub out, efface,
utterly annihilate all the unkindness
and spiteful things and wounding
words and ungrateful deeds that w0
have done and spoke against him.
Every one of us has that power.
We don't always use it,and it is
probably withe'ring for lack of use in
some of us, because we've got to exer-
cise our virtues just as we do our
dies, after having given years of traction of an outdoor entertaniment. bodies if we want them to be of any
splendid public service; a country without that disturbing element of 1it.e to us.
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to






The Scramble for Office.
In Alabamajhere is already a mad
scramble for the United States Sen-
atorship vacant by reason of the
death of John T. Morgan. In Ten-
nessee two years ago th ebody of W.
B. Bate, wasonot cold, death had not
stiffened his form, before the adher-
ents of one Frazier were busy work-
ing upon the legislators dishing out
pardons, arousing the ambition of
Senators and striving in every way
to commit men to their candidate be-
fore the people could be heard.
In view of this unseemly exhibition
the following from the Nashville Ban-
ner is pertinent and most timely and
ought to arouse the people into a
sense of resentment which will de-
feat all engaging in such indecent
and egotistical contests:
"Politics hasn't any hearf. It is
mainly appetite. It.is eager for the
main chance, and doesn'
(
t allow senti-
ment or propriety to stand in the
way of attaining its end. If death
strike down a man in high office, poli-
tics affects to be greatly grieved, but
it does not pause at the sight of crepe
on the door. It redoubles its efforts
to attain to the main chance. It foec.
to the funeral in sackcloth and ashes
and weeps copiously, but between the
convulsions of grief it nudges Influ-
ence at its side and whispers that the
interests of the state must be looked
after at once and the country saved.
Politics is intensely personal and
"has the highest and most patriotic
opinion of the ego. A great Senator
bows its head in tribute and a great
state is sincerely grieved, but politics
in its manifestation of the ego ex-
claims, "The succession is the thing.
Here am I?" Funerals are too slow
for politics. Why wait until the dead
I., buried? What's the use of senti-
ment? The dead can do no more
whether lying in state or buried. Pol-
itics is practical and personal and in
a hurry. "Le roi est, mort, vire le
vol." "L'etat, e'est moi."
Jape in California.
(Nashville Banner.)
The absurdity of the agitation in•
Japan over certain incidents in San
Francisco is patent to all except the
,• Japanese politicians, who have some
sinister reason for inflaining the
minds of the populace. Ex-Mayor
Phelan, of 'San Francisco, who is
visiting in Washington, says, in an
interview published in the Star, of
the restaurant incident in his city,
which has been made one ground of
protest in Japan:
'In San Francisco the Chinese are
quartered in one part of the city,
while the Japanese scatter all over
the city. It seems that they estab-
lished a restaurant 'n the union labor
section of the city, and depended for
support on stray white men who
gave them patronage. It seems that
two white men went int0 the res-
taurant for something to seat, and
when they came out they were met
:by union labor white men, Who ob-
jected to their patronizing a Japa-
nese restaurant. Th;s led to a row,
eluting which some of the property
en the restaurant was destroyed.
the motive back of it all, as 1 un-
eterstand it, was' not one of race
prejudice, hut simply the objection
sof union labor people to white leen
patronizing a r urant run on a
ston-union [Iasi oby people sap-
posed to be h es -tb% union labor.
If it is to become an international
atitest. Ii, I snppasse we will have to
il otplenas
turn siOnfle Aligelkado all of - our
lanir ' eels iron. Where
will be no race war in an Francisco
and the Japanese there will receive
abundant protection. The restau-
rant incident occurred' at a time
when the police of the city were en-
ions, all ages ahd conteltions, and
that cause espoused by the federation
quickly permeates to all parts of the
state, and the information so dis-
seminated possibly does more than
any other one thing toward moulding
public opinion. Legislators do not
scorn to ask the support of women's
clubs for their measures."
PadocXli ladies Mentioned.
The reception given in the Court
of "Science Hill last evening was a
brilliant affair, followed 'by a musical
in the chapel. The court was at-
tractively decorated with sheaves of
green wheat, bound around the col-
umns which support an upper gallery.
Rustic seats, banks of palms in the
center of the court, and other floral
decorations gave the scene all the at-
"Makes me so ner-vousl" said
uncertain elements.
Many eteguisite. toilets were worn
by the ladies. Mrs. Edwin Post, of
Paducah, heavy heliotrope silk, hand-
some lace and sequins of bodice.
Mrs. Flournoy. Paducah, blue chiffon
and lace. Miss Carohne Leech has
been a striking figure throughout the
sessions. Her stylish gray tailor suit
of the morning, worn with a very
wide sailor trimmed in bright red,
with red popies at her belt, was re-
placed in the evening by an exquisite
crepe de chene in radium tints, shad-
ing from shell pink. to a deep cerese
flounce. Mrs. James Leech wore a
black chiffon embroidered in golden
wheat and the harmony of the cos-
tume was carried out in a handsome
gold embroidered wrap. Mrs. Sarah
Plats Decker wore a handsome cream
colored silk, embroidered in delicate
sprays of flowers. Mrs. Weaver wore
white lace over white silk. Mrs. C. P.
Barnes, a heavy gray silk with an ex-
quisite lace fichu worn in Martha
Washington style. Mrs. Luther Wil-
lis. of Shelbyville, black net applique,
trimmed in jet and lace. Mrs. Law-
rence 'Bartlett, of Lawrenceburg, a
Princess gown of flowered silk, Dres-
den pattern. Two handsome young
Shelbyville matrons. Mrs. Alex Good-
man and Mrs. Smith, presided over
frappe bowls in the court, and after
the musicale ices were served.
Motes and Conwnent.
Shelbyville is suggestive of a sum-
rrWr resort; there ale so few men in
evidence. Even the male residents
of the town seem to have suddenly
retired from publicity and the streets
are thronged with women. The usual
showers drive them an indoors at
frequent intervals, and the sheltered
court at Science Hill proves to be
most attractive rendezvous. Here
groups of women may be found at
any time of day, engaged in tinoffissial
discussions. From one earnest group
came a floating remark:
"When I want to use my tooth-
brush I hate to have to go to the
bottom of hi,- trunk for it," proving
that the subject under consideration
was not on the regulat program.
_ Scores of Guests.
The hotels and many private homes
are filled with guests. The clerk at
one of the hotels glanced at the reg-
gaged in a street car 'strike and had is.ter yesterday after a party of arriv-
their hands full." 1
als had just written their names,, •
'eeConcerning the question di citi- G. we ve got to keep up to the
zenship for ;Japanese in this country,
Mr. Phelan says: "The jap is un-
desirable for eitizenship in. this
country. He has no home life here,
bach.brings no wife or children with him,
des not marry inthis country, is
non-assimilable, supports no schools
standard," he said to a chance visitor
who was killing time at the desk.
"Look at•that," he pointed to a name,
and the other reads "Mrse.Louis Seel-
tli ecl 
An Averted Cataclysm.
no churches, po theaters and takes O dne oleOale came accompanied by
twit himself none of the 'burdens of a large white cat, and was assigned
citizenship. If he should be naturoreto a room with three other ladies.
ired he sivopld not give loyal alle-iStranife to eay, her room-mates ob-
giance to the..United States in canjected to sharing Their quarters with 
* Pussy. "But I never travel without•o
Real forgiveness is to make a
hung as though it never happened.(
It's a good way to forgive. It's the
nly way to forgive. i
I The other sort, that grudges :incise-embers—that isn't forgivenees at
11.
It's only pretending to forgive, and
it doesn't do you any good, or your
NbrothIPT, either.
You can love, you can be charitable.
you can be honest, you can work with
your whole heart; but when, in addi-
tion to these you can forgive—wheni
you can say, "Friend, you are mis-
aken; it never happened"—then you
aye come very near changing what
ou know of this old world into a lit-
tle heaven.
TRIBUTE TO BASEBALL BY
SUPREME JUSTICE HARLAN
Well Known Jurist, 74 Years Old,
Plays in Game and Wins By
Making a Home Run.
In a recent baseball contest in
Washiogton between two 1421
teams the score was tied in the last
half of the nirith inning. With two
strikes and three balls on him, Har-
lan hit one over the center fielder's
head, and before the ball could be
returned to the plate he had made
a home run. This would- have been
an exploit worth while for any play-
er, but it attains to the marvelous
when it becomes known that. the
Harlan who made this winning drive
Is a man 74 years old, no less a per-
son than Justice Itarlan, of the
United States supreme court.
Harlan, lite Senator Gorman,
Judge McPherson and former Gov.
Pateison, of Pennsylvania, was a ball
player in the early days of the na-
tional gme, and no absorption in
statecraft aqd legal lore has etifficed
to take his mind completely off his
favorite sport. Hence, when, at the
annual shad bake of the Washington
Bar association, it was proposed to
have a ,"faOseball gatp, Juitice Harlan
was ode' 7/31 the fir to ielunteer as
a play.- In making his "home run,
Harlan had. to run every inch of the
way.. Hjs was not the experience of
the hitter who knock a ball over the
fence and has only to jog around the
bases to get the credit ,for it. His
hit was within the gionind, and to
make the circuit before it got to the
plate he had to go. That he was
able to 'do so shows that there is
plenty of agility in the veteran yet.
The average citizen, remembering
the old axim about a sound mind in
a sound body, w'll be ready.to have
more faith in the mental workings of
a mail who has kept his body young.
despite the passing of time. Far
from 'detracting from the dignity of
the distinguished incumbent of the
supreme court seat. the ability of




Rector David C. Wright Diechnes
Call to Go to Detroit—Ladies'
Mite Society Meets.
The Fifth and Jackson street tent
was filled with hundreds of men last
evening attending the worship con-
ducted for "men only" by Rev. Smy-
lie, who delivered a strong sermon
on "Character Building." In the
afternoon he preached on "In Love"
and many day worshipers were pres-
ent.
Dr. Smylie conducts the services
this afternoon and evening at the
regular hours.
Dr. Pickett daily gets better with
the attack of intermittent fever and
will be up today or tomorrow.
Declined the Call.
Rector David C. Wright of Grace
Episcopal church has decided to de-
cline the call extended to him to go
to Detroit, Mich., and take charge
of one of the leading churches there.
He received the call some days ago
and was considering it, but his Pa-
ducah parishioners prevailed on him
to remain.
Mite Society.
The Ladies' Mite society of the
Fins Baptist church meets' this after
noon with Mrs. Harry Lukens, of
1717 Madison street.
au an:sauna anuaaatta
tg TODAY IN HISTORY.
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This Date in History.
JUNE t4.
1645—Charles I. totally defeated by
the Parliamentary army at
Naseby.o
1662—Sir Harry Vane beheaded on
Tower Hill for high treason.
188—Battle of Marengo, by which
Bonaparte became master of
Italy.
1807—French defeated Russians at
' Friedland.
1855—Robert M. La Follette, Unit-
ed States senator from Wis-
consin, born.
z864—n. Polk killed on Pine
Mountain.
1876—Republican national conven-
tion at Cincinnati nomiated
Rutherford B. Hayes of Ohio
and William A. Wheeler of
New York.
189.4—Abdul Aziz proclaimed Sultan
of Morocco.
1897—Venezuelan boundary treaty
between Great Britain and
Venezuela ratified.
ificsa—Statue of ex-President Arthur
1mi:tiled in Madison Square.
New York.
19o5—Frank G. Bigelow, defaulting
Milwaukee bank president,





HERE TO STAY LONGIESTABrigra
We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts and
use all painless methods.
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business make
possible the performatie of the highest class of dental work at the
following o
Plates  $5.00
Gold Croons.,   4.00
Bridge Work  4.00
Gold Filings  000
Platinum  too
Silver  •-75
1 6 Hill Dental Co.
OF FICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
Office Hours: 8 a, m. to 8 p. in. Sunday's ge. m. to 4 p. tn.
and and Broadway Phone 330
"How shall I sign myself? Yours
affectionately, sincerely, faithfully or
what" These are (pieties that often
puzzle the feminine letter writer. She
has surmounted all the initial diffi-
culties, only to be pulled up short at
this last of all obstacles. One end-
ing seems to say too much, another
too little. To make a premature ad-
vance would. pirhaps, endanger a
cause. On the other hand, to finish
the letter with some form of dispas-
sionate politeness would be equally a
failure. What, then, shall determine
a choice? In the first place, every
letter ending, many as they are in to-
tal, has each a separate and distinct
significance. difficult, perhaps, to de-
fine, but at the same time unmistak-
able.
To the affectionate, but at the same
time cautious ancrnoncommitting per-
son, 'the phrase, "Your friend," rec-
ommenda itself as being entirely safe.
The careless and familiar corres-
pondent, on the other hand. often
contents himself with the somewhat
la/iconic ending, "Yours."
The next series of letter endings
comprise those of a decidedly ama-
tory tone, and begin with the sim-
ple one, "Yours lovingly." If this
be qualified by some addition which
limits its meaning, the result is, of
courae, widely different; for Instance,
"Your loving .friend." "Your loving
sister," -etc., bet standing alone it is
decidedly declarative of sentiment of
a very adteanced stage.
,Persons afflicted with at, incorri-
gibly, matter-o-fact mind, however,
even when 'treating of the somewhat
indefinite things of rAmance, will
still persist in business-like accuracy.
and will-produce a letter ending some
definite and precise information, such
as "Your loving sweetheart."
• Others with hixtuiant, even if un-
scholarly imaginations, are wont to
produce an interesting number of va-
riations in the original themes: and,
taking the 'first two words, "Your
loving ," will add thereto all
kinds of strangely manufactured
nouns of endearment, novel even if
etymologically untraceable.
A still more rapt condition of en-
trancement, disclaiming all lesser
forms of endearment, attoinadegeater
recklessly commits latdrit isrioeh
comprehensive phrases. a‘i es for-
ever."
It would be-4a hopeless task, how-
ever, to try to tab exhaustively
love-letter ending*. Me are the
product of a chaotic stattiot mind.
Looking into the, g,jo osophy of
the thing it may be 112rd that these
letter endings, one and all, are like
empty cups of various sizes gqd va-
rious capacities, and each 'can be fill-
ed with exactly the amount of feel-
ing and emotion which the writer hat
the ability to put into them. For
practical advice in usage it might be
said: Don't choose too big a cup,
or people will be disappointed to find
out afterwards how little it contain-
ed, and don't choose too little a cup




A Denver man made a written con-
tract with his wifo the other day and
in the contract the wife peomised
never to go downtown seithout her
husband's consent, never to be kat
ous of him without cause, and never.
no, never, to strike, scratch, butt or
slap him.
On the same day the story of that
contract was published the telegraph
wires told the tale of a Chicago di-
vorce in which an ante-nuptial con-
tract figured largely.
This contract •made the man prom-
ise to be good; be was not to go to
the club without his wife's permis-
sion, and if he drank too much he
was not to scold if his wife followed
his eratnple.
It is ,,significant that both of the
parties to each of :hest contracts are
now suing for divorce.
I don't like these people who keep
promising things and trying to calm
fears that have never been or at
least ought never to be roused.
Yhen a man tells me a story and
interlards the narrative with asser-
tions that he is telling nothing but
the naked truth. I lean back in my
chair and begin to wait to see him
start to embroider the narrative.
;4V friend of mine was once drawn
into a disagreeable lawsuit. She went
to see some queer people indeed, con-
cerning some things in that quit. One
of the Queer Persons who my friends
went to see stood casually with her
hack against the street door after my
friend had onteree the house, and'
another of the Queer Persons came
into the room with her hair hanging
down hit- hack and a little dark bot-
tle in her hand.
My friend smiled and said eram.s-
thing about the weather.
"Don't be afraid of me." said -the
Queer Person with her hair down her
back. "I've been washing my hair
and I'm waiting for it to dry. There's
nothing in this bottle hut seine hair
tonic."
My friend had never dreamed of
being afraid of the Queer Person un-
til that instant, but after she got out
of the Amuse, into the street, she
found that the "something" hi the
bottle was not hair tonics at all', but
chloroform.
Now, if the Queer Person hadn't
told my friend not to be afraid!
'Ever since then it worries me 'to
have people too eager th telFme how
harmless they are and how good they
are going to be.
Look out for tIte magi!. wants
tfto sign a writte l'orttrael rOmising
you- to treat you well. girls; he's apt
to be a trifle danger000tere's
HOME. SWEET fIGhtliff.
Cottage of John Howard Payne to
Be Sold and Altered.
New York, June t3.--Summer res-
idents in Easthampton, L. I., are this-
appointed to learn that the John
Howard Payne •Illinae, Sweet
Home" eottage thoro fo,likeryel to be
ksold within a few'  ay' troa Broo-
lyn man. He Is expected to so, after




MISS HESTER WHITIS AND
MR. WILLIAM SULLIVAN
UNITED.
Miss Lydia Christine Meyer, of
Louisville, and Mr. August Theis--
Mg, of Paducah Married.
Miss Hester Whin% and Mr. Wil-
ham T. Sullivan, of the Boaz sec-
tion. were married Tuesday morning
at 7:30 o'clock at the home of the
bride, the ceremony being performed
by Rev. W. J. Naylor and witnessed
by quite a number of friends. The
couple left immediately for James-
town and other eati:Eell p011th on
their bridal tour.•
Very attractive and winsome is the
cultured girl, who is the daughter of
Mr. Mart Whitio the prosperous
farmer of that rection. sOtile the
groom is the agent and telegraph
operator at Ilitaz for the Illinois
Central railroad.
Louisville Ceremony.
1..ydia Christine Meyer.. of
Louisville, and Mr. August Their's',
of this city, were married at St.
Besniface church in the Falls City
Wednesday morning and after a
bridal tour they come here to re-
side.
The bride is the attractive daugh-
ter of Mr Henry Meyer, flamed,
superintendent of the Pailikah gas
plant. while Mr Theiring is the ster-




War Man Found by Friends After
He Had Been Struck by Light-
ning.
Sholhys dle. Ky., j4 i.t - t 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon Lige
Huffman, a tenant on ;the farm of
John Hughes. near Ilempridge, while
returning with an axe on his shoul-
der, after repairing a fence.' was
.truck by lightning on his head and
the beard gin his face and hair on
his • breast was burned off. When
found he was walking around in a
small circle in a dazed condition,
v, ith blood flossing freely from his
month and nose, bareheaded, with
the TitTI Of his hat around his neck,
the rest of his hat having been coin
pletely burned.
"THIS IS MY s,ND BIRTHDAY.
—Robert M. La Follette.
Robert Marion La Follette, Unit-
ed States senator from. Wisconsin
and who is reieiving some mention
as a possible candidate for the presi-
dency on the Republican ticket next
year, was born at Primrose, Wis.,
June 14. aim. Senator La Follette's
two most conspicuous qualities are
his ability as an orator and his abil-
ity as a political organizer. He re-
ceived his education at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin and after his
graduation in 1879 was admitted to
the bar. From 1885 to Olen h-e was
a representative in congress. 'As 4
member of the ,ways and means coat-
mittee he had a prominent part in
framing the McKinley tariff bill. 1n
i9o1 hd was elected governor of
Wisconsin and continued in that of-
fice until chosen senator. During
his term as governor he ye espe-ci lit
attention to legislation affecting
railroads and was most active in se-
curing laws in Wisconsin to curb
the alleged abuses of the' railroads
and other big corporations. Itte was
one of the first to advocate the con-
trol, , RA raprads rates • within the
state hjg a state commIssion and he
bepught about the adoption of a
nieasnre to tax railroad property hy
the same system and at the same
rate as other taxabl pnaperty. He.
also led a movemet to nominate
Heaven gets Closer as tnen.,increase all candidates by 
The-Wilt/M..& 
di et vote. which
who help their fellow mortals along was enacted into rove by 















NOW GOING ON, THE GREATEST CLOAK, SU
IT, SKIRT AND
WAIST SALE EVER ATTEMPTED IN THE ̀HISTOR
Y OF PA-
DUCAH AND VICINITY. NEVER BEFORE AT 
THIS agn , HAS
SUCH ENORMOUS BARGAINS BEEN OFFE
RED. E *1  AR,
TICLE IN THIS MAMMOTH ATOCK AT LESS THAN COST .Sta
MANUFACTURE.
•
/profits Demoralized We Mean Business
PrIces on paper means nothing unless backed
 up with dependable mer-
chandise, and to the skeptical buyer we will 
say our merchandise will
bear the most careful inspection as to style
, quality and pries. The repu-
tation of this house has always been of 
handling garments for Ladies
and Misses of the highest standard. Hundreds 
and hundreds of cus-
tomers were tamed away on account of the immens
e crowds attending
the sale yesterday, but an extra force of s
alespeople have been secured
to wait upon every one the balance of 
this marvelous sacrifice sale.
Bargains each and every day during this sid




The Cloak and Suit Store for Style and Fashion
CRIME AND
BASE TREACHERY
STORY OF PERRORT ORCHARD
BEIUMED AT BOISE. IDAHO.
YESTEDAY.
The Monster Admits Many Bloody
Deeds With Absolute Nonchalance
Finish Saturday.
Boise, Idaho, June i3 —The trial of
Wm. D. Haywood was resumed a
t
9:3o a. m., with °reliefs:I on the stand:
Boise, Idaho, June 13.—it 
now
seems probable that Harry Orchard
who has laid the foundation for 
the
case against W. D. Haywood will 
he
allowed to leave the stand and make
way for another witness by Saturbay
afternoon. The state will not take
up much time with the redirect,
 and
this means that the re-oross-examina-
tion will quickly be disposed of. To-
day Orchard is expected to give the
detail, of the assassination of former
Goy. Steunenberg. The harrowing
tale that made a crowded court-room
shudder must once more he told and
the mind/seer will be obliged to show
to the jury how cold-blooded and
bow cruel were the preparations and
the deed itself.
The defgnse has not spared Or-
chard. His character as a criminal
has been delved into until almost ev-
ery crime in the calendar has been
brought home to him. The most re-
markable thing about the man is the
absolute nonchalance with which he
admits the commission of these
crimes.
The state will begin the corroborat-
ive testimony next week. About 150
witnesses will be here to give evi-
dence in support of Orchard's testi-
mony. It is understood also that
cream documentary evidence will be
prbduced. but the nature of this has
been kept a special secret.
so CHILDREN WITH BALL
BAT CAPTURE A FUGITIVE.
Throw Stick Between Man's Legs,
Then Pounce Upon Him.
Chicago. June rs.—.F14
school children and a badeball bat
yesterday effected the capture of
Prank Anderson. an alleged robber
The bat, skillftilly thrown between
his legs, tripped Anderson and he
rolled to the ground. The children,
who had followed the fleeing man
nearly two blocks, surrounded him,
and held him until a policeman from
the Chicago avenue station made the
arrest. 'Anderson was charged by 9
C. Hagerman wiht robbing hitn of
*. Hagerman was nIso arrested for
disorderly conduct. •
C. L. U. Notice.
All members of C. L. U. ariv re-
quested try he at their ball Fridey
night at 7 o'clock
BY ORDER OF PRESIDEN:r._
CHAUTAUQUA OPENED LAST
the manager, Mr. J. 11 Shaw, follow-
ed by some explanations of a busi-
ness character, the speaker of the
evening, Mrs. Laura a Fixen was
introduced and captivated her audi-
ence at once. For over an hour she
swayed the people at her will, with.
her logic, wit and happy illustrations.
She said there two sides to the
temperance question, a dark side and
a bright side. The dark side is re- j
vealed by the wrecked manhood of a
drunken man and the sad face of his'
brokemhearted wife. She portrayed
most vivdly the evil influence of the '
saloon as a dark kside of the temper-
ance question. For the bright side
she presented the. great changes its
public sentiment that have taken
place in the past' fifty years and the
growth of a better knowledge of the
formation and nature of alcohol. She
spoke of the great moral effect neces-
-sarily resulting from teaching 200,-
000,000 school children the poisonous
nature of alcohol. 4, • !+411.1:1..ii
She referred to the grert debt the
temperance movement owes to the
power of the press, using an illustra-
tion that was quite unique n its ap-
plication and was most thoroughly
appreciated by. the audience.
'She paid a beautiful tribute to the
influence of woman through all the
ages, completing the climax with the
st-Itement that the Woman's Chris-
tian Temperance Union had proven
the might:est bulwark against which
the liquor traffic had ever come to
Stems. This was the one foe that nev-
er compromised, and all the indica-
tions go to show that some time in
the not distant future this country
.will stand redeemed and purified from
all the sorrow and heartache that fol-
low in the wake of the terrible evils
of the manufacture and sale of intoxi-
cating liquors. ;lel
Mrs. Fixen is very much at home
on the platform and though having a
foreign accent that it quite pereep-
tible is heard with ease in every part
of the large auditorium.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. held a
called meeting immediately after the
lecture and passed a vote of thanks
to the membirs of the Chautauqua
program committee for placing a
temperance speaker on the Chautau-
qui program, and appreciation of the
fact that a White Ribbon Woman
was selected for the place.
It Was also moved and carried that
this resolution be published in the
daily papers.
NO KIDNAPPING.
mAirgetMr. CowyellpoTroocekAHis Boy Without
LAST EVENING WITH
MRS. LAURA G. FIXEN HAD HONOR O
F OPENING THE EN-
TERTAINMENT AND DELIV ERED A STR
ONG ADDRESS—
DR. STANLEY KREBS ARRIVED YES
TERDAY, WHILE DR.
KIRTLEY GETS HERE TOD AY—EVERY
THING IS IN FIRST
CLASS CONDITION AND A SUCCESSFUL
 AFFAIR WILL BE
CONDUCTED.
The second anneal ehautaligua for
Paducah opened under favorable cir-
cumstances last evening, the open-
ing feature being a temperance lec-
ture by Mrs Laura G. Fixen, of Chi
-
cago, who arrived yesterday and i
s
at The Palmer. About soo people
were out, and this is considered un-
vsially good. considering the open-
ing night that is always one of 
the
small ones in point of attendance
.
The promoters feel proud of the
start made and promise the people
one of the greatest entertainments
ever brought to this city.
The grounds and auditorium are 
in
LOU J. BEAUCHAMP,
The lakinsy Side of Life" Lecturer.
first-class cwidition, being well lIghi-
ed in the building, and in trim shape
upon the outside. The Woman's
club edected their refreshment tent
yesterday and open' for business to-
day, serving nice things to eat and
'drink. Mrs. Charles Kiger has
charge of the refreshrstnt stands,
and her assistants for 'oda,. are:
Mrs. Silas G. Bryant, chairman:
Mesdames Gus Reitz, H G. ilarthel-
ing, W. J. Hills, Harrr W benison,
C. H. Chamblin, Hen erby.
Charles Emery, Harry' treas-
urer; Sol Dryfuss, J. A. James




Are prepared to make any size of
pipe you want
BUILDING BLOCKS
Of al sires and shapes, Our blocks
ate the most perfect building ma-
terial on the market.
OUR PIPES
ARE THE BEST
They improve rimy year they are
left in the ground.
_ 377 Faslej Place. _
ginia Newell, Julia Cbb, Lillie Bur
dine.
The living tents are all up, as is
the hospital tent with its Red Cross
sign, that being the place where all
sick and ailing on the grounds will
be temporarily cared for.
The seating - capacity of the audi-
DR. STANLEY I.. KREBS.
Noted Psychological Lecturer..
lorium is about a.sno, with the rear
seats elevated, while the stage sits at
the edge like last year in the tent, so
the speakers and others can be in
plain view of everybody. General
Manager J. H. Shaw put the finish-
ing touches on everything yesterday
and is satisfied this city will have
one of the most atiractive chatitan-
quas he ever promoted.
Mrs. Fixen appears again this
morning at totao o'clock, speaking
on "Our Relaaion to the Universe."
She came from Chicago yesterday
morning and will return to that city
tonight.
Dr. Stanley L. Ktebs, the noted
'psychological lecturer, arrived from
l'Chicago yesterday. and is stopping at
Hotel Craig. He makes his first ap-
pearance this afternoon at 2:ya
o'clock, speaking on "Hypnotism and
ISuggestion," while he appears many
times between now.... and next week.
Dr. James S. Kirtley will arrive to-
day to appear for the first time to-
night at 8 o'clock, lecturing on
"Yellowstone Park" with stereopti-
con views illustrating his remarks,
the slides being beautifully colored
and impressive.
Miss Ruth Hemenway has already
arrived, as has Miss MKtha Carroll,
while Miss Dena Met-ighi, the re-
maining one tif thc concert company,
gets here Monday from Blooming-
ton, Ill.., her home. The trio make
their first appearance in concert
Monday afternoon. Miss Hemenway
has charge of the class of physical
culture, training and light athletics,
and tomorrow morning will organize
that body. She intended to instruct
the Sys and girls alone each. morn-
ing, but since arriving here So many
young ladies and, gentlemen and
older persons have requested her to
include them in the class that she
has consented to do so, and desires
everybody at the grounds tomorrow
morning who care to be included.'
Mr. A. L. Cowell, of Twenty-fourth
and Broadway, has returned from
.Fulton with his 9-year-old son and
States he did not kidnap the boy from
Isis wife who has left him, sued him
Otide with her •parents. He says hedivorce, and gone to Fulton to
met the boy enroute to the postoffice
and took him away from Fulton. go-
ing to his brother's home at Water
Valley. There his wife rung him up,
asked about the boy, and he agreed
.to. take. the child back to Fulton to
(ell his mother good bye, but she
said she did not want to see Mr. Co-
well any more, so he came on here.
and says he -will keep the child
himself, unless the courts direct oth-
erwise. -
W. D. HUBER
General Presiilent of Carpenters
and Joiaere.of America will address
open meeting of organized labor and
their friends at Central Labor Hall,










He Was in Paclucah a Day or Two—
A Woman of This Place Had
Mortgages on Its Store. -
The Chicago police are closing
around W. R. Weiboldt, the furni-
ture merchgnt of that city who is
accused of burning his establishment
last January and who skipped out
with his daughter, both of whom
were located in Paducah, but got
away before the offieers could inter -
E. AL SQUIBB
SOAP PASTE •
• Elegant for, Shampooing
The Hair.






Bicycles and Motor GgiCS
FAIRBANKS & MORSE- CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES (41IV'EN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. mrrCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a NEW 3. 326-28 S. 3rd St.,
IMPERIAL COMPANY MUST
PAY FOR WAREHOUSE •
HENDRICIC, MILLER & MARBLE WON THEIR BIG SUIT FOR
J. C. ORR, WHO GETS JUDGMENT FOR Dis,000 AGAINST
IMPERIAL TOBACCO COMPANY—NANCY C. ORR WILL
PROBATED YBISTERDAY AND DIVIDES ESTATE—COUN-
TY CLERK COLLECTING MUCH MONEY FROM DELIN-
QUENT ILICENSIES—OTHER COURTS,
Attorneys Hendrick, Miller &
Marble returned yesterday morning
from Princeton, where they won
their suit for J. C. Orr against the
Imperial Tobacco company and got
waived his right to qualify and some
other will be' chosen.
Petit jury Dismissed.
Judge W. M. Reed has finished
judgment for $13,000, the full trial of the different sections before
amount asked for. 2 him in the branch of circuit court at.
Otr owned a -tobacco warehouse atBenton and dismissed the petit
Princeton and sold it to the Imperial jurors, continuing in session, the1
company, but no deed had been cote- grand jury that is investigating a
cuted. Shortly thereafter the to- number of charges laid before it.
bacco company• wrote Orr to make The judge will let the grapd jurors
out the deed, and he promised to do
so when a party arrived who
had a lien on the property. This
party came, Orr paid off the mort-
gage, the lien was released and Orr
then filled in a deed and sent it to '
the Imperial people to see if it suited
them, he agreeing to sign it if there
were no changes dewed by the to-
bacco people. Before they could
send the deed back for Orr to sign
the night riders burned the property.
The Imperial people then refused to
pay Orr the $13,000 on the ground
that Orr had never executed a deed,
transferring the building and ground
to the Imperial people. Hendrick,
Miller & Marble brought suit for
Orr, who produced the correspond-
ence he had with the Imperial peo-
ple ,this proving the deal had been
made. The jury then gave a ver-
dict for the full amount asked for.
•
Orr Will-Probate& .. .
The will of the late Nancy C. Orr
I
was probated in the county court
yesterday. She left the home place
to her husband, John C. Orr, with
the understanding that it is to be a
'reside
nce for her 'three daughters,
Ora, Bessie and • Mary Ore, as long
as they were unmarried. Each
daughter was willed a feather bed,
while if the husband dies the rate
is to be equally divided between 'the
chilidren, with exceptiok that any
unmarried daughter is to get $soo
cash more than the sons. Rev. A.
H. Murphy was named as executor
of the will that was drawn April 25,
1907, and deceased's signature 
wit-,
'teased by T. J. Murphy and Ella
Murphy. 
.
On the document being probated
the minister named as •executor
cept them. 1 A Chicago disftatch also
stated that a Paducah woman had a
mortgage on Weiboldes store, but
she has no been seen here for sev-
eral months. The dispatch follows!
"ChIcsgo, June 13.—The hand of
Ott law is abut to close on W. R.
Wieboldt, the once wealthy Chicago
merchant who tired his store and
fled last January. Wieboldt has been
tracked to New York by Chicago
atithbrities thrcgigh the tender
agency of his daughter, Martha,
with whom he fled, and whose brave
efforts to save him gave the clew .to
the police. '
"A letter written ly the merchant
himself to his brother-in-law, Chas.
Stein 443 Wabash avenue, wa4 dis-
covered by detectives.
"The final chapter•in the sensa-
tional drama wit! be enacted in New
York, where the police have been
given a trail whereby they can arrest
Wieboldt at the command of tbe
Chicago authorities.
"Fire Attorney Frank J. Hogan
and CaPtain Thomas Kane, in charge
of the detectives on the case, re-
ceived secret information recekly
that 'Stein was in communication
with the young woman.
"Stein was interviewed. lie ad
mitted that Martha had written him,
but refused to disclose her hiding
place. 'He said she was atempting
to find a way by which her father
could come back, settle with his
creditors and escape indictmem.
"A secret watch was pm on Stein's
mail. One day a letter addressed in
a bold hand and postmarked "Sta-
tion J. New York,' arrived. A de-
tective, diiregarding mail laws.
seized tire envelope and toOlc: it to
headquarters.
"There it *a% deeded not to open
'lit, but the 
handwriting was corn-
-,
pared with that on stubs of .1•Vis-
' &Aft's- checkbook anti fouild col'
sit as long as there is anything for
them to do.
Collecting Much Money.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley is
collecting hundreds of dollars from
parties who have not paid their
count)* and state licenses entitling
them to do business here. Detective
William Baker is notifying every-
body who has not paid, and his list
shows that several hundred are on .
the delinquent side of the ledger.
Under the new revenue law adopted
by the last state legislature pro-
vision was made for many classes of
busines to pay license that were not
included theretofore, hence there
there are on the delinquent list many
who did not know they were suscep-
tible. On his list the detective has
the names of many druggists who
have been selling liquor, but forgot
to pay their license entitling them
to do so. There is due $too and the
penalty from a large number of`these
dealers, who are paying up fast,
along with the ()Users.
Several thousand dollars altogether
will be paid into the clerk's hands
by the delinquents.
Only one deed was recorded with
the county clerk yesterday, it being
that wherein tj. R. Cooper trans-
ferred land in the county to R. Holt
for $1,250.
Bankrupt Court.
Referee Bagby yesterday made an
order recommending to Judge Wal-
ter Evans, of the United States
court at Louisville, that the bank-
ruptcy proceeding of Charles Q. C.
Leigh be closed, final details haiing
been made in the-litigation. The •pe-
titioner went into bankruptcy sev-
eral years ago, but the case has been
held open awaiting some settlement
of litigation pending in the state cir-
cuit court here, and this settlement
having been effected, the bank-
ruptcy action is now dosed and he
granted his discharge.
At Louisville yesterday there was
ubmitted to Judge Evans the. Amer-
ican-German National bank lien
claims against the • E. Rehkopf
Saddlery company. The bank con-
tends that it has a prior lien on the
$to.000 advanced the saddlery com-
pany so the concern could continue
business, the financial institution
claimig that the money advanced was
the same as material advanced and
sold a corporatimk to continue busi
ness. Referee. Bagby decided against
the bank, which then took an appeal




We are permanently opened for
business, presenting one of
The purest, newest, clean-
est and cheapest line of
Drugs, Sundries and No-
tions in the city.
Try our Eight Year-Old Bonded
Whiskey for medical use at $1.00 ?tic
quart.
GRA DRUG SIORt
Mrs. Fhten's Lecture. respond. .
exactly. That meant. that 
206 Broadway.
After an introductory address bz 7th & Jackson St 
a











dust it irons amothly, not
ough.
Second.
rne button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is idea-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
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ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessire
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to
JAMES BOGER, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND II. P TO
Evansville arid Return
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
“rty of five or over, VI each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
II.!. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone 49o;
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation









OFFICES: Benton, Kg rear Bank
‘f Marshall County; Rif -1.h, Ky.,
114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. 'Old Phone 4114R
THE TALE OF A TALE BRIGHT GIRL
BY EDITH K. WILLETTB.
PASSED AWAYIt started on the small sofa in theelegye beside the reading lamp, andthete—were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to the fire, looking
down on the other as ahe sat, finger-
ing the MS. on her lap.
"Why do you want to read it?" she
eked.
"Because you wrote it," he answered,
with great simplicity.
She frowned. "You ought to say,
It's becames my other stories have bees
so successful, and I get such nice putts
in the papers!" •
"Those reasons may baize for the
rest of the world, but they don't tot
me!"
Two hours later he stood in his owe
front hall, turning his pockets builds
out by the light of the midnight ot1.
then he searched the front SLOPS and
examined the pavements outside, and
finally patrolled a certain street to a
certain house till a certain small hour
of the morning, when he returned to
his abode uttestag unholy words.
"What are yen looking herr' she dr
mantled en catering the drawing room
the next Meraing.
"Nothing," le answered, rising has-
tily from an evident inspeettoa of the
carpet. His face was pale, sad his
searettIng eye reamed uneasily over the
furniture.
' "I thow,ht you might have dropped
eoscetk.WW' she *numbed, eaastadty.
"Oh, nor he responded deflaaGy.
"Well, what did yen think 01 ur
she Inquired.
"Oh!" he said with a start. "That
story of yours? It was great—reef*
abeesbingt 1 ensure you it kept me
awake until four o'clock this
Intl"
"And yet it is comparatively /bort
You must read very slowly Lib tell
me what you like best about it."
"Oh, well," he floundered; "I liked
It all immensely, but what appealed to
me especially was that—ex—oosas
where the heroine—.r—gets the bed
id It."
He fait that he was doing well, bat
at this point she brought him hack to
earth.
"Do you think," she asked him, eara•
nest and wide-eyed, "that Greinor7ought to have done it?"
"Who?" he asked, staggered for •
moment. 'What?" And than recall/xi
tag himself—"Yes." This stoutly. *1
think Gregory was perfectly %stifled;
I don't see how, under the cireum-
&tenons, he could have done otherwise.
I am quits certain that in his place I
should have done just the same thing."
"What thing?" she asked, as she
poked the dm with her heck turned.
Then, as he did not answer immediate-
ly, she said gently: "I don't think
you quite understand what wens I re-
ferred to, but I'll show you in • sais.
meat if you'll just band me the Mlit"
"The MS.?" he queried, blankly.
"The MS." she repeated deter.
mdeedly..
He took two turns up and down as
teem, than faced her, crimson sal
erestWien.
'Tot extremely sorry to tell pee
be meld hoarsely, "that your MIL Is—
(Os arctic blue of her isYsa from es
truth ugon his lips) —Is left belied."
he finished. "I hope you deal need •
Immediately r.
"N—no," she admitted; "not to-dal.hut I really must dispatch It to the
publishers to-morrow."
"All right," he said. call Is tbs
morning I "
"With the MB.?" she asked him.
smilingly.
"MTh the MS." be echoed, despair-
tngly.
And as he went out of the house he
held a brief ineffectual eenvereatioa
with the butler, punctuated with • flee.
dollar bill, and then paced the street
for many hours—a prey to thoughts of
forgery and flight
It was the next morning and he had
been talking volubly and long on dif-
ferent subjects when she at lent)
managed to get In a word.
"Well," she asked, "have yen got
itr
"What?" he answered quickly. The
measles? No! Although you seemedto think so, judging from the way In
which you avoided me at the reception
last night, and again et the *Para at*erward. You wouldn't give me so
much as • bow."
"1 didn't see you." she told him.
"Where—where was f?" he feter•
rooted to explain. "la the dress cir-
cle, on the opposite side, with my
glasses leveled on your box."
"That was a waste of time," sits said
Impatiently, "and so Is this. What Is
the use hiding the truth any longer?Why will you not acknowledge thatyou've lost my MS.?"
"Because I havea'ti" he answered , Schmitz would practically decidedoggedly. "No!" (As she stared at; what the verdict of the jury would
him in amazement.) "If that M. has he, and for that reason the interest
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you of the big crowd of spectators wasere responsible, and you alone!" intenee.He strode to the door, then wheelinground, faced her.
"If I forgot your story," he saidharshly, "It was because I was think.In* only of you. It I was absent-mind. Ied. It was because you were present.If I—er—lost that MS., it was because,well! I suppose you know It—I hadalready lost my heart Thitt'sGood-by!"
And be turned to go. But she was
already at his elbow, and there wassomething In her hand—s typewrittenparcel—a MS.
"It has been a pretty bad quarter of
an hour. hasn't It?" she asked him, andher t yes were twingling—"thksan to
your tories and mine. But you're not
going yet" (For be was tuning to
the doer knob.) "It Isn't late, and lbw
Sid es—"
Hero she looked tip at him, and—ah.
well! —The clock ticked loudly and the
Ire craekled.—Valley Weakly.
MISS MYRTLE FOWLER SUC-
CUMBED TO APPENDI-
CITIS.
Body of Mr. Daniel Cunningham Re-
covered—Will Be Buried Today—
Mrs. Nichols' Body Interred.
-..."•=213Srarr
Miss Myrtle Fowler died yester-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock at the
Illinois Central railroad hospital as
result of an operation for appendi-
citis, and the remains will be ship-
ped todai at noon to her former
home in Sturgis for burial, the fu-
neral occurring tomorrow.
The young lady resided on North
Eighth between Harrison and Clay
streets and developed the attack a
day or two ago. Yesterday morning
she was taken to the hospital and
operated on, but the ailment had
such a hold on her she could not
withstand the attack and shock, suc-
cumbing at the hour menticioed.
The remains were then removed
back to her home and prepared for
shipment today.
She was a bright, beautiful young
lady of many warm and Waiting
friends who are delivered a sad blow
by her sudden dissolution. She had
resided in this city a year or two.
having come from Sturgis, and be-
sides her widowed mother, is sur-
vived by two sisters and two small
brothers.
Remains Recovered.
Yesterday at noon the remains of
Mr. Daniel Cunningham were recov-
ered from the Tennessee river be-
sidet Owen's island, opposite here,
where he was drowned at noon Wed-
nesday. The body 'as caught by
Messrs. George Wade and James
Bryant, ship carpenters, who took a
long rope, tied hooks to it and
dragged the river successfully, catch-
ing the body about twenty feet be-
low the steamboat Margaret, off
which Mr. Cunningham fell.
The body was taken by Under-
takers hfattil & Efinger to the de-
ceased's residence at &at South
Tenth street, and this afternoon at
4 o'clock the funeral services will be
held ats St. Francis de Salts, with
interment at Oak Grove cemetery
Remains Interred.
Yesterday afternoon the remains
of Mrs. Wallie• Nichols were buried
at Oak Grove cemetery, her relatives
arriving from Mayleld and directing
interment here.
WIFE NUMBER TWO.
Mrs. Frith No. a Came Over From
Brookport to Testify.
Mrs. Joe Frith, wife No. 2 of
Joseph Frith. came here yesterdiy
morning from Brooltport to testify
against her husband, who is being
held in jail awaitipg requi"'finn pa-
pers that are needed Pcfofr be can
be taken back t6; Br000yt. She
sage Frith married hey ender the
name of Johnson during -112ebraury,
I904, and that she has been residing
iwr Louisville and Brazil, Ind., but
coming back two weeks ago found
Frith's; first • wife and children at
Brookport. She has a little boy two
years old by Frith, who was ordered
held here in jail until the papers
arrive.
SCMITi GOT HALF OF MONEY.
Abraham Ruef Continues His Evi-
dence in Schmitz Trial.
San Francisco, Cal.. June t3.—Con-
tinuing hi: eviaence yesterday Abra-
ham Ruef paid when he. gave the $2,-
700 to Schmitz. he told the Mayor it
wag his (Shcmitz') Alrare of the $5,000
that bad been received, from the
French restaurants.
Reef testified that he had in Jann-
ary, rocks given to,Schmitz at,soo,
telling the mayor that the French
restaurant keipers had paid a second
installment ?mounting to Wm.
Judge Dunne's temporary coed
room today was crowded tn its ca-
pacity. as it Was recognized that this
was the crucial day oI the trial. It
was expected that Ruel's answer to
the question as to whether he had or
had not given the ta,soo to Mayor
Rue( Apprehensive.
Ruef looked pale and a trifle ap-
prehensive as he took the witness
stand. He had himself apparently
well tinder control, however. Schmitz
looked better and seemed in better
spirits than at any time since the
trial began.
The argument as to the admissathil-
ity of the pending question were
brief and ended against the defense.
Drink and Crime.
The recently issued statistics for
Great Britain for tc,o5 show, that for
England and Wales the non-indictable
offenses Vied summarily were 729,-
727. Of these nearly one-third (ar),-
2761 were for drunkenness. Drunk-
enness also accounted for between a
third and one-half of the whole neon:
her received Into orison.
THE TYPE OR
WOMAN MAN PREFERS.
If you were to analyze the senti-
ments staf mankind you would in all
probability find that:
90 per cent. like best the women
who flatter them.
9.99 per cent, like best the women
who are pretty.
.ot per cent. like best the women
who are intellectual and independ-
ent. .
I think the 90 per cent. is an un-
derestimation. Above all things, the
mos tattractive force is flattery. Not
necessarily the open and unblushing
'Oh-Lord- Bobby- how- clever- you
are!" kind, but the more subtle and
refined variety.
"Site is so sympathetic!" says the
susceptible young man, which means
that "she" has listened with a well-
simulated expression of interest
while "he" has been off-loading his
woes or asspiratioris—which means
that "she" had been content to sit
tight while he has been talking for
hours about himself.
' "She is so awfully amusing!"
Which means that "she" has
laughed at his feeble jokes and has
professed not to have heard the sto-
rieswhich guiled the wet and weary
days of waiting in the Ark,
"She is such a jolly good friend!"
(You can almost hear her telling
him that, of course, it was the other
man's fault, and he wasn't to blame
in any way; in fact, if she had been
a man she woold bye done exactly
the same thing.)
Taking it "by and large," there is
no quality in womankind so wonder-
fully attractive as her flattery. •
I know clever women who have
absolutely enchained men; who titave
had them captive—nay, walking af-
ter them like so many little lap doge.
And these men have been intelligent,
worldly creatures who buy stocks
and shares and make money out of
the transaction—hien without a pen-
nyworth of sentiment in the whole
of their composition.
And how was it done? Madame
or mademoiselle at the first oppor-
tunity switched the conversation in-
to the right direction.
"I suppose, really ,your work must
be frightfully difficult (for the finan-
cial man); do you never get con-
fused with stocks jumping up and
down" • •  • (For the author)
"I cannot imagine where you get
your wonderful situations from. Do
you make notes" • • • • (For
the business man) "With so many
hundreds of men under your con-
trol, how on earth do you manage?"
If madame—or madameoisel le—
wishes the friendship of the acquaint-
ance to continue, her interest in his
affairs must not flag. If he really be
a smart woman, it never does. If she
has only the rudiments of an educa-,
tion, or if she desires the acquaint-
ance to terminate, she may turn the
conersation into channels more per-
sonal to herself. Foolish woman!
For he does not want to know
about her parties, her dresses, the
aristocrats she has to tea or the
Cabinet Ministers who takkes her to
dinner. He does not want to hear
I'd r old stories--heavEn knows, he
has enough of his own!
"A most amusing thing happened
to me the other day" she begins with
a smile, and he braces himself to
hear a *57 anecdote adopted to a mo-
tor car.
Frankly, the woman who talks
about herself and will not allow you
to talk about yourself is the most un-
attractive type in the world. I am
aware that this definition of a bore it
by no means original. bin it is cer-
tainly true, and will remain true
through the ages.
How many women are there in the
world. I wonder, who are unhappily
mated, and for this very reason; that
they have not mastered the art of
subtle flattefy. How many spinsters
are there drifting on to the Maiden
Aunt rocks who, did they hut draw
the bow anchor of flattery, would
rise serenely on the deep waters of
matrimony. (This metaphor, which
strikes me as unusually fine. may he
elaborated to suit the taste of the
reader.)
Whcn a man tells me that it is the
sweet womanly qualities (of some
girl or other) that attract him.
know which partietilar quality he
means When he tells me that it is
the beautiful mind. I guess how far
that beautiful mind is a beautiful
mirror that reflects his mind. When,
with an assumption of ignorance
which is so fashionable nowadays
among the young bloods from Ox
ford and Cambridge. he professes a
wondering admiration for her "jolly
cleverness," you may rest avowed
that she is just clever enough to talk
and act down to his level, and not
clever to appreciate his wisdom.
Years ago your ultra-intellectual wo-
man complained that man regarded
woman as a "toy." In the days when
the Ibsen cult flourished this was
not true, for at that period the phon-
ograph had not been invented and
no toy existed by the manipulation
of which a man could listen to just




Allegan. Mich., June 13.—Con C.
Henderson; once private secretary
of Horace Greeley, and for many
years publisher of the defunct Alle-
gan Journal, was yesterday taken le)
the insane asylum at Kalamezoo by





Lizzie Roberto Fined for Running
a Bawdy House in "Tin Can
Alley"—Notes.
Will Dixon, colored, was held to
the circuit court grand,jury on being
arraigned before Judge Cross yester-
day morning in the police court on
the charge of breaking into the resi-
dence of Frank Parham and stealing
some meat and other things. His
bond was fixed at boo and failing
to give same, he Ant to jail.
The court dismissed the warrant
charging Will Flatt with breaking
into the house of a man named Ross.
and stealing corn.
There was dismissed the warrants
charging William Grant and Bettie
Bunkley with engaging in a fight.
'Lizzie Roberts was fined $25 and
costs for conducting a disorderly
house down in "Tin Can" alley.
William Wood and Thomas White-
low were both dismissed of the charge
of maintaining unclean premises.
The court put off until tomorrow
the warrant charging Thomas Mylett
with disorderly conduct.
Charles Evans, Ned Pullen and
Harry Anderson, colored, were dis-
missed of the charge of soliciting




WILLIE—"Oh, papa, I have just
finished my essay for the last day of
school, and I want to read it to you.
It's about the horse."
Pa (scowling viciously)—"About
the horse, eh? That's a fine start you
are making in life. At your age I'd
never heard of horses and touts and
the one best bet—"
WILLIE—"Why, how funny you're
talking, pa. I didn't say anything
about bets, or touts, or—"
PA—"That's all sight. Willie, I got
a little confused That comes from
always having one's business on one's
mind. Now, go on.'
WILLI E--"The horse is the, sta-
blest of quadrupeds. He is found in
the highest state of perfection in Ar-
abia. and—"
PA (musing)—"And in the lowest
state of imperfection at Churchill
Downs."
WILLLE—"What did you say. par
PA—"Nothing, nothing, Willie go
on with your reading."
WILLIE (continues—"And in ad
and
—en:to being beautiful to look at,




WILLIE—"Did you speak, pa?"
PA—"No, I just murmured; I'm
past speaking."
WILLIE (resumes reading)--" 'The
horse is generally regarded as man's
best friend. He—"
PA (jumping to his feet)--"Friend?
Friend, did you say? Wellovf all the
disrn fool essays. Why. the horse is
man's natural enemy. There's noth-
ing worse than a horse mike* it is a
hyena."
VVII L LI E (amazed)—"Why. pa,
ynn—"
PA (grimly)—"I've got a notion to
lick you within an inch of your life.
To think that a son of. mine would
he such a fool Let me hear the rest
of that rot quick. The second :fel-
ting at Latonia will he--"
WILLIE--"Did you say go on,
pa? WWI, (reading) 'The horse is
Very fleet of foot. He can run—'"
}A—"You're a fool He can't rttn
a lick. Didn't T try for thirty days to
make him run at Churchill Downs?
On the square, Willie, I think you've
Rot god sense. Gimme than fool
truck."
W.I LIM', (handing over paper)—"T
never thought you'd talk like that to
yloatt,n.t.,rlittle Willie. I didn't; no Id
PA—"I thottght you were going to
have some brains. You used to look
fairly human (reading). 'The horse is
one of the most intelligent of ani-
mals.' That much is all righi. He's
wise because be keeps his mouth shut
about what he's going to do. If he
was a blasted fool there wouldn't be
any show for the bookmakers. I'll
just let that sentence stand. It's the
only decent thing you've said yet."
WILLI F.—"Go on,. pa; there's
some snore."
Pa (reads)—"'The horse lives on
bay, oats, rye and—' Well, of all the
idiotic statements I ever heard! He
doesn't live on any- such things. He
lives on spring suits, Brussels car-
pets, new bedroom furniture and the
kitchen range. He is omniverous,
carniverous and pestiferous." (Tears
up essay.) "There's nothing worse
than a horse unless it's an alligator.
Cs) and write an essay on 'The Flow.
era That 'Bloom in the Spring.' In
the aneantinse, step into the library
while I knock a little of that isynor-
ance•out of your hide. I'm ashamed
of you, and that goes even if your
mother hears he say lt.'
(Exit Pa and Willie. Three min-
utes later, squalls from the library)*
WILLIE (rubbing the seat of his
trousers late in the afternoon, and
thinking about supper)—"I wonder if
this is why the horse 'never sits down
to eat his meals?"—C. H. M. in the
Louisville Post.
Hand beat carpets are not clean,
We have a machine. Phone :21.
ZELAYO BREAKS
HIS AGREEMENT.
Nicaraguan Troops Invade Salvador
and Capture Acajutla.
Mexico City, June Ia.—Nicaragua
and Salvador are at war. Late Tues-
day afternoon Dr. Manuel Delgado,
minister to Mexico from Salvador,
received the following telegram
from President Figueroa:
"Salvador, June 11.—This morn-
ing the revolution captured the port
of Acajutla. They were commanded
by Gen. Manuel Rivas and came
from Corinto on the gunboat Momo-
tomba, armed by the president of
Nicaragua. In t—s manner Zelaya
complies with the treaty of peace of
Amapala which was entered into




Morgantown, Ky., June 13fl—News
has just reached here from the Dexff
terville neighborhod, about eighteen
miles from here, on the Butler and
Grayson county line, that a cloudburst
fell there yesterday evening, and that
all the fencing and crops along the
creeks were washed away and de-
stroyed. None of the waterways
could be crossed for hours. The en-
tire country was a sea of water for
several hours.
FISH PONDS TO BE GIVEN UP.
The great fish ponds at the base of
the Washington monument have
been changed to bathing pools for
boys and girls. The ponds were ex-
pensive and not p-actical.
filar W. Whittemore
Real Estate Agincy
Paducah Real tate. Western Kee-
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building,
EDO W. WHITTEMORTE. Pads-
E. C. COPELAND
Contractor for
HOUSE PAINTING. SIGN WRIT-
ING.
PAPER HANGING AND DECO-
RATING.






Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars We not nll. .
good.
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or do-


























SARATOGA SPRINGS N. Y.
Knights Templarc — $26.20 —
July and to 7th inclusive, good
returning until July zath with
privilege of extension until July
*4th, upon payment of $noo ex-
tra. Through sleeper from Pa-
ducah to Buffalo o
n train roe,
I :33 a. m., Saturday, July 6th.
PHILADELPHIA B. P. 0. E.
$a4.00--Jtdy nth to zitth in-
clusive, good returning until July
s3rd with privilege of extension..
until July pat. Through dee
per
from Paducah. Leaves on train 
,
104. July teeth. 1:33 a: m:
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club, $6.95 roundtrip, May 6th.
returning May 7th; 6.95 round
trip May 4th, good returning
June 9th; May 5-11-01-22-15 and




April 19th to November 3oth—zs
days—$23.75. Coach excursions
on special dates—Sinai every









; ALBEN W. BARKLEY,' 7
Attorney-at-Law.





Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. 0. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
°Mee 306 Broadway, Phone leo.
Residence, Sto Broadway, Phone 149
C. MANNING BEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.




Will practice in all courts of
IlLentneki.
Ed F. Farley, M. IX C.
R. F. Risher, M. D. C.
FARLSLY & FISHER,
VettlerinatV Surgeon* and Dentist*.
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third
St., 'Paducah, Ky.
Old lPhoce 1345. New phone 35r.
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REMEDY FOR APPENDICMS.
Mxtraordinarily Good Results id
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reporta tp the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the sure
ceesful treatment of appendicitis by
/1108119 of "collangol." a silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
oration unnecessary. Such a remedy, It
Is alleged, has been found under the
narne of Collangol is a form
ot 1.ure Lii,er eoluble in water. Chem-
ical manly:nations for rendering silver,
quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble In water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as.
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administerdd
Internally. It's use, however, has bun
very limited. Based upon this know'.
edeg successful emperiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, u, for Instance, In the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
now used collangol in appendicitis, IV
well internally and externally. The,
treatment, according to his sistemeni
In the last number of the Munich Me:,
tail Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
, traordinnrily good reselts. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
Improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an Inflamma-
tion of the periteneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow--often only after weeks of treat
mein both internally and externally.
gxcepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment Is very much
superior to any other, and that he Is
itietitled In stating that every case of
appendicitis, If early diagnosed, be It
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife,
"Ia view of the otherwise favorable
aspertances with this remedy it is very
probable that his %Anion will prove our
rect. But after all is will require a great
deal of very critical observation before
it wili.be se. to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the MINS to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand. It cannot
yet be stated bow long the cure will last
Light eases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how lone
Further experiments will be" awaited
with great interest, &LYS the Didall-
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Sallee of the Time When Legal Terms
Mad a Ilignileanoe Not
Known Now.
Ye moat persons the phrase "This in-
denture witnesseth" Is as much Om:
SA the common phrase "Wi(.ness my
hand and seal." Yet Lath are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
tadning at present.
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because pi4)01
0061 so much more than dressed skin
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent-
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England, of using parchment for
their )eget forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the mune way the signature of
"band and seal" is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there rs
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb mark' were not easily idedti
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
require* in law, though the need for
it passed with the spread of education,
d the bit ef red paper affixed by the
lawyer is as necessary as the signa-
tun) to certain documents.
A court of law is a reminiscence of
dim U11341 when justice sat In the open
llowirt yard. aad the "dock" is from a
Gorman word meaning a receptacle,
'dale, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
El, Prestandon.
-wbia do you do for a living? What
is your trade or profession 7" asked the
Jude of the prisoner.
"I s. jour honor, a phartnacooca-
tagraphofogiat." ills honor threat.
seed to fine him for contempt of court,
bet-le• proved that the word was ab
right, meaning • writer of prescrip-
tions.--Nleeladelphia Prose.
NoCliquars'
'How do we know the world Is
routed f" \asked the school teacher.
"Meeense'sre knOw It isn't equal's,"





REAL ESTATE BARGAINS ff:
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE-
PHONES 835.
$850 Monroe street 50x165 foot 
lot,
CAWS aide between Sixteent
h street
fl 74aostain avenue; shade trees;
tine tot for home building. Half cash.
$12oo, four acres, Mechanicsb
urg
between Sears' store and Yeiser av
e-
nue. Would make fine truck, 
dairy
or pou'try farm. Would make 
25
lots.
$loo and upwards to per cent net
land lien notes; absoldtely safe; no
better investment.
$1550 No. 1126 Trimble street four
-
room house, 40 foot lot; good neigh-
bors. Half cash.
$250 new home, 40 f
oot lot,
Vaughan's merchandising. Addition
rents for $6o per year or no per cent.
If you have $2541 this is a go6d place
to pat it.
$250o two-story 40 foot lots, north-
east corner Nineteenth street and
Goebel avenue and Tennessee street,
end of Nineteenth street, car line,
fine location for wagon yard, store
or other business. One-third cash.
$600, twenty west end lots South of
Norton street and between 26th and
29th streets, some lots irregular shape
and some low, brook runs through
corner about four acres, all for $600,
$200 cash balance i and 2 years, make
some one a good home place with
garden.
$2,000, two story, 6-room house on
the easy monthly payment plan, $too
cash balance $15 per month, 6 per cent
interest, west end 28th street, between
Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard
wes side of agth street, 6o ft. lot.
Faces Hughes Park. Good home buy-
ing opportunity for scone one wanting
good home on easy payments just out
side the city
$400 new Mechanicsburg two-room
house near Yeiser avenue and Mill
street 40 ft. lot, well, $50 cash balance
$6.00 per month 6 per cent interest.
House rents for $5o0 per month Buy
it and tenant will nearly pay for it
for you.
Wpoo Seven Mechanicsburg 4o ft.
lots, $5o cash and $to per month buys
all of them. You can by accepting
this proposition be buying seven lots
for only $10 per month. No trouble
to save up $to per month and own
these lots.
$3oo Acre of ground between
Hinkleville road and Jefferson street.
Half cash.
Sono Five acres level land covered
with trees on Hinkleville road just
East of C. C. Lee's country home.
One-third cash. In three years a lot
out of this land will be worth as much
as an acre now.
$1,250 ao acres, house, land, nearly
all cleared. Olivet church road, five
miles from Paducah. Cheap at the
price. All cash. No discount.
$R5o Jefferson street lot. North 
side
between t3th and 14th street'. 
40 ft.
Only lot at the price on 
Jefferson
street, cast of Fountain avenue.
$350 Mayfield road, 40 ft. lots
.
just west of Metzer addition. Five
lots , to minutes from I. C. shops
and new car line, $25 cash, balance
$to per month, Lots in same adeFtion,
a little off the Mayfield road, from
$tso to $25o each.
$400 Harrison street, 4ex16o it.
lots, North side, between 13th and
14th. . $50 cash, balance $5 p
er
month. Good "Colored settlement or
place for rentinf houses."
$t5o Rowlandtown, so ft. lots, $to
cash, balance $5 per month, some at
$200.
$4.500 Jefferson street, sou
th-
east cornet Of 15th street. Lot 60x173
Most desirable place to build deoble
or apartment house. tine 4 room
modern house built in the rear of the
lot. House, storm shutered. Floor
in title. Instantaneous heater in
bath. Half cash buys this place.
$t,7so Harahan boulevard, 5o ft. lot
Northwest corner of Monroe. Fine
lot on which to build desirable hom
e.
Sewer, sidewalks, concrete street.
Half cast.
$500 Broadway, 50 ft. lot, Nort
h side
between 25th and 26 th streets. One-
fourth cash.
$11oo Fountain avenue lot, North-
west corner of Lan Park. Is a most
desiraiele lot on which te build home.




eight passengers, including twelve
women and children were drowned
by the sinking of the French schoon-
er La Jalouse, from Cayenne for St.
Lucia. The schooner sank at Bar-
hadoes last Friday night. Her cap-
tain and twenty-one men reached
Jiarbadoel lesteraz, 
THE WOODEN WOMAN.
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
BY I. K. FRIEDMAN.
The occupants of the other apart-
meats in the tenement called her "the
wooden woman." The expression on
her face, which never changed, wai
woodeny, and even when ,she moved
about she seemed to he carved out ol
wood.
In the simmer when the weathet
was pleasant she sat outside on the
steps, her hands folded in her lap, as II
she raw nettling of the life that was go'
lag ua nrouad her, as if she were com-
pletely aSserbed by something that
was going on In her mind—her mind that
aver) bed y thought was as vacant as the
stere In her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleasan
or cold she sat in her kitchen with bat
baud* folded in her lap, the same vacant
stare is her big, calm eyes. This kitchen
Itself was a dark, windpwless roam, cut
eff from all light by the surroundiag
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
:amp burning there by day as well as by
inght in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained s
hand-made, hand-carved cupboard—.
tiled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—in which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her vie
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
111111C0111. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
Life, monotonously, without the slight.
ant variation, but with a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity and content.
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places," said one of her neigh.
bore to another, "I don't think either
would know it."
The wooden woman had lived In the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never knowel'to say more than "good
morning" or "goo.1 night" to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who never
attempted to break in on her reserve,
appreciating the fact that they had it
landlady who neverinterfered with their
privacy. If people talked to her stilt
Listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual.
ly shocked the wooden woman into lifer
for she clanged eolor, moved her hands
up to her face as if to ward off a blow and
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How can I? My husband made it!"
"Your husband is a carpenter, thenr
asked the visitor.
"Yea, a carpenter and a sailor."
"Where is he now?"
The wooden woman let the question
pass unanswered, her heads folded Is
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak-
Ink she had committed a cardinal sin
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her own roles.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden wouraa, weo was very
poor, to do some scrubbing for him in
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over-
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home in the evening before Bhp
did and not find the hall lamp lighted.
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
Listening to the tick of the remorseless
cloak.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her stud within
which it had fixed her, she became as
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilize-
Lion and dropped in the heart of an Afri-
can jungle.
When the spring catile the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
of a woman's voice talking blithely and
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment.
lieu that same voice burst into rap-
turous song the tenement was all aeon-
tahment. But how can one exPress the
tenement's amazement when it came to
recognize that the voice belonged to
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood herself?
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirkwood's roomers set the fears
at the tenement at rest; the wooden
woman's husband bad come home unea
pectedly late the night before, and hie
wife was supremely, inexpressibly hap-
py—nothing more.
A thousand questions were tusked the
informant. Had this Kirkwood been In
Alaska? Had be made his fortune
-there? Had he been in India? Was he
going to remain in America or go back
with his wife whence he had come? The
roomer shrugged his shoulders, deciar
Mg he knew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trotting about with her
husband day and night, to the !beaters,
to the restaurants, downtown on er
rends, to the North side on visits, whet.,
ever he bad a mind to take her, and he
seemed to have &mind to take her every.
where. The wooden womnr. was to
completely transtbemed as if 30 years
had been suddenly subtracted from her
age and the had been restored to bee
girlhood.
Then one fine day the tenement
learned from the roomer that the bus.
band had goue to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. KLrkwood was changed
back Into the wooden woman. lies
'lunge cease, her laughter became
lower and lower, then it died away
altogether; she spoke less and less
than not at all. She sat in het
clean, windowless kitchen the gee.
long day, with bands-folded, the old vs,
cant stare In her eyes.
The tenement no longer wonders
shoet what she is thinking or toward
Witt the lucent' stare in her bin cal.
Don't Spend Hit
Tour earning 6
Put some aside for possible sickness or
misfortune. The mu or wamia who has
a little money saved is the one wilo is
in a position to open the door when op-
portunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.








All of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our persona.  sup-
ervision, and no detail, no mat:cr hate
unimportant it may seem, escapes our 
tion. We use the famous "',$•.):„tve
Porcelain Enameled Plumbinz, Fi::tu-cs,
which are the best made, r-1 plscirss
your work with us, you are assured cf t'se
best material and workmanship obtaialdeie.



















OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONE 3
85
y Nance a Son
UNDERTAKZRS and EMBALMERS
211-213 South Third Street,. PA
DUCAH KY.





interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention 
given
to business intrusted to us.
0. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN 
CULIII; Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah4Cy.











st Steam and Not Water Heating.
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) E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Phogc 133. 220 N. Third
South Dakota Masons.
Lead, S. D.. June st.—Many visi
tee are in the cify for the various
annual meekings of the Masonic bod-
ies of South Dakota. During the re-
mainder of the week there will be
sessions of all the grand Masonic
and Templar bodies and of the
grand chapter of the Order of the
Eastern Star.
Foresters at Mulikegon.
Muskegon, Mich., June /.—The
Catholic Order of Foresters in Mich-
igan began its annual state conven-
tion here today with a large attend
ance of delegates and other visitors
The business sessions will last three
days and will be interspersed with
many features of Social entertain-
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WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizzens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
ROOMS—For rent. 706 Jefferson
street.
FOR RENT—Two rooms over
Walker's drug store. Apply to D. A.
Yeiser.
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Mr. Henry Unrath, son of Mt. and
rs. Gustav Unrath, will arrive
home Sunday from Milwaukee,
where he has been attanding the
Concordia college for the past two
years.
M-. and Mrs. Muscoe Burnett will
return today from Louisville..
Mr. C. J. Molgard, the art calen-
-ilar man, is here from Ref Oak,
Iowa_
Misses Evelyn and Mary W,alker
of Dyersburg. Tenn., arrive here Sat-
urday to visit Mrs. John F. Coving-
ton and Miss Nell Kirkland.
Miss Willie Barrier of Newbern,
Tenn., is visiting Mrs. John F. Cov-
ington.
Mrs. John G. Miller and niece,
'Miss Margaret Miller, have gone to
Crider. Ky., to !Ash_
Miss Clara Yonge of St. Louis
comes the last of this week to visit
Miss -SOphia Burnett of North
Eighth.
Mrs. Campbell Flornoy and moth-
er, Mrs. Harrison Watts. have retwn-
ed from St. Louis.
Mrs. A. E. Tallon of Beekalf.,44.
Cal.. will arrive Saturday from Mont-
eagle, Tenn., to spend a month with
her daughter, Miss Eleanor Treze-
• -
rant. of West Monroe.
Miss Pansie Stotton of Evansville.
is visiting her aunt. Mrs. George
Weikel. of West Monroe.
' President John W Thomas, of the
N. C. and St. L. railroad, was here
yesterdays. and accompanied by Su
periritendent Hills went south .for a
tour ofinspection, in a private car.
Mr. Herbert H. Harris is here from
St. Louis.
Captain Johnson is in the city from
Nashville. a '6411
Mr. Boyd Alilam of Dallas. Texas,
yesterday went to New York after
,visiting Contractor B. T. Davis.
Mrs. T. F. Baker and daughter of
Lisman yesterday went home after
visiting Mrs. C. J. Mitchell of Har-
rison street.
Miss Nancy Baker yetterday went
.to Dixon, Ky.. to visit.
Mrs. John J. Saunders and son of
Louisville went home yesterday af-
ter visiting Mn'. M. B. Nash, Sr.
Mrs. Frank -Crawford yesterday
went to Madisonville to visit.
Miss Elizabeth Kelley goes to
Memphis todar to visit.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Coolridge of
Memphis went to Arkansas yesterday
to join a hunting party, after visiting
Mrs. Leslie Soule. Master Nelson
Soule accompanied them.
Mrs. A. Holflich ftf Evagville hass
gone home after visiting 1* daugh-
ter. Mrs. Harrf C. Groan. r
DON'T MISS
THIS BARGAIN
Brand New Cottage to be
sold on Easy Monthly Pay-
ments. One block off car
line.
DR. LILLARD D. SANDERS
, I
Phone 765-
Office 318 South Sixth St.
.Mrs. Jack McCandless and daugh-
ter, Miss Hazel, of Memphis, arriv-
ed yesterday to visit Mrs. Percy
Paxton, of Jefferson street.
Mts. D: W. Coons left last night
for New York to remain two months
continuilig :her art studies at the
Middleton InstItute.
Mr. Richard* Brakow arrived from
Louisville 'yesterday.. He owns the
cigar stand at The Palmer.
President J. H. Lord, of the Ayer-
Lard Tie Company, arrived from Chi-
cago yesterday.
Charles Farrington has gone to
Elkhart, Ind., to spend the summer
with his grandparents.
!Richard Wood and wife went
to Metropolis yesterday to visit.
Dirs. B. G. Thomas and Van
Stilley of Benton were here yester-
day enroute home from attending the
American Medical society at Atlantic
City, N. J.
- Mrs. Edward Nance went to Mem-
phis yesterday to visit her mother.
Dairyman W. Y. Griffith of North
Twelfth is very low with complicated
ailments.
Spencer T. Wootan of this city has
been granted a patent at Washing-
ton on his invention of a shingling
bracket.
Dr. J.  Q. Taylor returned yester-
day from Metropolis where he was
called to treat Manager Walter Mc-
Cawley of' the Quante flour mills,
who is suffering from a severe attack
of lockjaw caused by sticking a large
splinter in his hand.
The remains of Mrs. Dora Bush.
aged 32 years, arrived ,yesterday
morning from Cairo, and were taken
from depot to Oak Grove and buried.
She was the wife of Mr. Frank Bush,
the electrician formerly with the Pa-
ducah traction company, but now
with the Cairo street car line. She
is,suryived by-her husband, a week-
old child. and, two children living
here, Miss Graiey Mullins, cashier of
Buchanan's reibtaurant of 219 Ken-
(Wky aretsse,..ausi ?Otter Virgil- M ul- The Peters Lee passed up 
yester-
lins. ••
day bound from Memphis to Cinein-
The I. C. pay car comes here Mon-, nati.
day to pay off the employes. The Georgia Lee goes down to-
TAe engine of the passenger train morrow bound from 
Cincinnati to
live ̀ heti at 4 o'clock yesterday morn- Memphis.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dicslog from Louisville over the 1. C.
jonIFFIA the track at Dawson, 
delay_ Fowler leaves' for Cairo and comes
rin two hours. Not much back tonight about nine o'clock.lt 
damage was done. The Joe Fowler comes in today
Mrs Joe A. Miller returned yes_ from Evansville and departs at once. 
terday from visiting at St. Vincent, on her return that way.
her daughter, Miss Josie, who returns The John S Hopkins went to Ev-
in two WeeS. ansville yesterday and comes back
Misses Margaret and Jamie Mc-
Kenzie of Lula. Miss., went home
yesterday after visiting Misses Myrtle
and Helen Decker.
Miss Bessie Stalls of Terrell. Tex.,
went home yesterday after visiting
the family of Mr. John Beatty.°
Mrs. M. B. Austin is visiting in
Memplris.
Mrs. John T. Wyman and son,
Paul, have gone ' to Hopkinsville, to
visit
Misses Rosebud and Nina House-
man of Ploaz are visiting Mrs. John'-
son Houser. •
Mr. A, S. Burdette and wife of St.
Louis are visiting Milts. M. K. Scott.
Mr. John Rogers and wife of Hop-
kinsville are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Nance.
NA's. W. G. Knight and daughter,
Miss 'Iola. have gone to visit the
former's sister. Mts. James I. Ham-
lett of Fulton.
Miss Rubyc Wear of Murray
I,ltting the family of Colonel B.
Linn of North Filth.
Miss Bessie SMedley leaves next
welk to visit in Texas.
lion. John Rison of Paris. Tenn., is
in the city on business.
Walter liardcastle left Tuesday
night for Augusta, Ga., where he has
accepted a responsible Position with
a prominent brim
Mrs. Pascal Shook and little daugh-
ter of Birmingham, after a visit to
Colonel and Mrs. A. M. Shook, ac-
companied by Mr. Shook, left the
first of the week to visit relatives in
Pittsburg.
Misses Jennie and Alice Sparks
leave tonight for an eastern trip.
Mks. Horace Van Deventer and lit-
tle daughter will return to Knoxville
the last of the week after a visit to
Mrs. H. H. Lurton.
Mrs. S. A. Gaut is still with her
daughter, Mrs. R. N. Richardson, at
Franklin, where she is improving.
Her son, Mr. W. E. Carter, spent
Sunday with her.
Mrs. J. T. Jenkins has returned
from Holly Springs, Miss.
Illemprocity
In Practice
Means just this—spend your money
with those who are your friends.
This is a commercial age—the rule
of the dollar applies everywhere.
Why- not, MR. UNION MAN, re-
solve now never to help thosms sa1h6









Judge Lewis Jordan, formerly of
Corydon, Ind., noav chief of a di-
vision of the treasury department in
Washington, finds recreation and,
amusement in poking about antique
sahops and seconckhand futiture
stotes. While nosing around in a
Georgetown shop a few weeks ago,
h ;Scan* tipon a mahogany desk,
covered with dirt and showing the
neglect of years. He scraped through
to the wood and found it to be a re-
markably tine-bit of mahogany, so
he took it for $25. When he had
peeled off two or three layers of
dirt, and had cleaned up the draw-
ers, he was amazed to; find this in-
scription: "Presented to His Ex-
cellency, Andrew ihacksors by his
friend, Caleb Pierce" Mr. Jordan
was delighted and at once began an
investigation. He found that . the
desk was the one which Old- Hickory
had used while president of the
United States. The ,association of
ladies who take care of ,"The Her-
mitage." the olkl Jackson home nea
Na-jivIlle, are' ti.•votiating with Mr.
J,,r:lan for the purchase of the desk.
aawuannattananaaisa




The steamer Kentucky came in la-t
night from the Tennessee river and
stays here until 5 o'clock Saturday
afternoon before departing on her re-
turn that way.
The Reuben Dunbar will get tot.
Nashville tonight, leave there tomor-
row, and get here Sunday She lies
at the local wharf until Monday be-
fore departming for Clarksville.
The transfer boat DeKoven ar-
rived, yesterday from Helena, Ark.,
having undergone a thorovigh repair-
ing. She will relieve the T. C. trans-
fer boat working between here and
Brookport.
The City of Savannah passed out
of the Tennessee river yesterday
bound for St. Louis.
The City of Saltillo passed by
here early this morning bound from






Mt. Vernon, 25.1, rising.












Bowling Green Physician Selected to
Arrange and Conduct Post
Graduate Course.
Rowling Green. Ky. June 12.—Dr.
John H. Blackburrione of the leading
and best known physicians of this
city, was signally honored by the
American Medical association, at its
recent meeting at Atlantic City, by
being selected to arrange and conduct
a post-graduate course of study for
the entire profession of the United
States. lit consists of a four years,'
course, and covers the entire field of
medicine. The work will be divided
into forty-eight subjects, each sub-
ject being sub-divided into four parts.
The object is for a uniform course of
-or
A Wise Head
IT'S A WISE HEAD THAT THINKS FOR IT-
SELF.
IT'S A WISE HEAD THAT IS NOT CARRIED
AWAY 'BY THE SEDUCTIVE PRICES SOME
CLOTHIERS NAME ON SPRING WEARABLES.
THE WISE HEAD INVESTIGATES 7 H E
QUALITY TO FIND OUT WHAT THE CLOTH-
IER OFFERS FOR THE PRICE.
$to, $12 AND, $15 ARE PRICES EVERY CLOTH-
ING STORE NAMES FOR SUITS.
THE WISE HEAD SAYS, "SHOW ME."
WE WANT TO SHOW YOU OUR Szo, Sza AND
$15 SUITS AND THEN SAY, "MATCH US, IF YOU
CAN.
WHEN ft) MAN LEARNS IT'S WHAT HE GETS
FOR THE PRICE THAT COUNTS, THEN HE'S
WISE.








study throughout the United
conducted somewhat after the manner
of the International Sunday-school
lessons. Each sub-division is to be
studied for ode week, after which that
particular subject vitt be up for dis-
cussion at the monthly meeting of the
county medical society. Some coun-
ties have been doing this work of
their own accord, but now it is taken
up by the' American Medical a.socia-
lieu to improve the status of the pro-
fession throughout the whole coun-
icy.
States,
iliAT FELL FIFTEEN FLOORS.
..._ BUT WAS NOT INJURED
Chicago. June it.—This is a story
about a cat, the pet of the Midday
club, that fell fifteen stories in the
area way of the First National Bank
building and is alive 'and well.
The animal plunged from a win-
dow of the mllionaires. lunch-room
on the eighteenth floor in the big
loop sky-scraper to the skylight of
the bank quarters on the third floor.
The heavy wire screening above .the
glass was bent and twisted by the
impact and a few pieces of glass fe
to one of thes clerks' cages on
floor below, but the cat escaped -
injured. Fifteen minutes after the
fall th eanfmal returned to its quar-
ters in th eeighteenth-floor lunch-
room. '
Choosing probable death down the
light shaft in preference to a strug-
gle with a Boston terrier, the ani-
mal leaped. As a group of the lunch-en i
reached 'the win w they heard
a crash on the heav glass skylight
fifteen floors below. ,
All believed; 'tilde cat had been
crushed to death. A quarter of an
hour la0er, while the ,"hortible
death'. was being discussed at a
score of tables. the frightened cat
came back. it slunk toward the
kitchen and disappeared:-
Too ilytain.
Many a man who comes honfe with
a skate on is too mean to give hit..
children a chanc,e to sport on toilers.
For the best and cheapest livery
rigs ring moo both phones. Glopelands
stable, ato Jefferson street.
323
BROADWAY
Williams Will Sell You a Bicycle-
On Easy Payments.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for a wheel—
by our easy terms. The
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONARCH and
IMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be produced. $15.00 up. Old wheels
in exchange.
Our repair department in charge of experts. Creapest house
in town for Tires, Pumps, Saddles, etc. Remember the place
Williams Bicycle Co.
126-iall North Fifth street. Net to Kentucky Theatre.
tbal••••••••••••••• •••••=limmalit 
Somittimes it Pays to Forget;
Sometimes it Pays to Remember
When you want books, music or stationery it certainly pays to
remember that our stock of sheet music is the largest in Paducah.
Our stock of books is not only the largest bet the beat selected
in Western Kentucky. Our stock of stationery comprises the best
and latest things in, writing papers. Among ,a shy ldttehrtihth
pers. Mid r-member we cut the prices.
Book db.Oos E. Wilson Music Man.
AL Harbour's Department Store
-
Su cribe For The Register‘.‘





West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPO RA TED
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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